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In the summer of 1844 the British geologist Roderick Impey Murchison visited Norway to participate in a meeting of Scandinavian natural
scientists, and to explore the sedimentary rocks in the vicinity of the Norwegian capital Christiania (now Oslo). He had reason to believe they
belonged to his own Silurian System, and after a few days of field work, Murchison could confirm this, producing the first biostratigraphic section
of the Norwegian Palaeozoic strata. In the Ringerrike area he found what he took to be a continuous sequence from lifeless (azoic) rocks through
his Lower and Upper Silurian shales and limestones into the Old Red Devonian sandstone. The sequence was used to support his claim that there
were no fossil-bearing strata below his own Silurian, and that the Cambrian thus was not an independent biostratigraphical unit. The section also
in his view demonstrated the unity of the Silurian, the proper position of the Devonian, and the general soundness of the biostratigraphic method.
For the study and interpretation of Norwegian geology, Murchison’s brief campaign firmly put the biostratigraphic method on the agenda also for
Norwegian geologists.
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Introduction – Imperial Science
In the first half of the 19th century, when Norway was
still largely considered terra incognita by enlightened
Europe, the country experienced an influx of prominent
foreign geologists eager to explore virgin territory, and
craft a professional career from the results. Leopold von
Buch and Johann Friedrich Ludwig Haussmann both
arrived in 1806, Vargas Bedemar in 1810, Carl Friedrich
Naumann in 1821, Henrik Steffens, Jøns Jacob Berzelius
and father and son Alexandre and Adolphe Brongniart
all in 1824, Charles and Mary Lyell in 1837. In 1844 this
flow reached a peak with the first scientific congress ever
to take place in Norway, the 4th meeting of Scandinavian
natural scientists, in Christiania (now Oslo), where a
number of naturalists from outside the Scandinavian
countries also participated. On this occasion Roderick
Impey Murchison (1792-1871) behaved and was indeed
treated as a star. Towards the end of his stay he wrote
to his wife: “I have been most popular in Norway & am
delighted with every thing.”(Murchison 1844a). Yes
indeed, it had been an easy conquest. The local resistance
had been feeble, badly organized and provincial:
“This excursion, if detailed, would amuse some persons;
particularly if I were to relate how, when the Professor found
himself beaten, he got quite puddled, and came back singing,
“Je ne sus qu’un pauvre Lapon !”. He never reappeared at the
meeting afterwards; and Berzelius and Leopold von Buch,
who were both there, praised me, and glorified my victory.”
(Murchison 1844d: 41).

Roderick Murchison has been portrayed as one of the
arch imperialists of the British Empire in the Victorian
era (Secord 1982; Stafford 1989). Through his energetic
participation and Presidency (first time 1843-44) in
the Royal Geographical Society, his later position as
Director-General of the Geological Survey of the United
Kingdom 1855-1871, and his role as advisor to the
British government, he exerted a tremendous influence
on matters practical, scientific and ideological regarding
Britannic exploration and exploitation abroad. With
the exception of Charles Lyell, no 19th century geologist
has received as much attention as Murchison, both by
his contemporaries and by historians of science. For his
successor at the Geological Survey he left a ‘mere’ 26
volume ‘Journal’ or autobiography later to be compressed
into a classical, two-volume Victorian Life and Times
(Geikie 1875). For the historians Murchison also left
a vast pile of letters, field diaries, publications, rock
samples etc, and a trail of several more or less scientific
controversies to feast on (Rudwick 1985; Secord 1986;
Oldroyd 1990-94; Bonney 2004; Collie & Diemer 2004;
Kölbl-Ebert 2004). Murchison himself would have
delighted in this posthumous although rather ambiguous
fame; few, if any historians seemed to like the man.
In the present paper the story is told how Norway
became part of an imagined state called Siluria. Because,
in addition to the Queen’s Empire, Murchison also had
his own ‘kingdom’ to extend - Siluria, that particular
portion of the stratigraphical sequence he delimited by
for himself. “His domain of ‘Siluria’ became, in his eyes,
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a kind of personal property, over which he watched with
solicitude.”(Geikie 1875, Vol. 1: 243). The establishment
of the British stratigraphic sequence as an international
standard was an act of intellectual, cultural imperialism.
Murchison wrote to Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel:
“Just as our goods are patterns for the world, so may
our geological types be recognized in the remotest parts
of the world. This is my deepest geological aspiration.”
The Illustrated London News, commenting on the inter
national diffusion and acceptance of the Silurian System,
compared Murchison with the Nordic god Thor: “with
his mighty hammer, battering and crushing whatever
came in his way, or opposed his researches, conquered
the lower, and ascended into the upper regions of the
world.”([Jerdan] 1854). Murchison often spoke of the
expansion of his Silurian domain in military metaphors
- ‘campaign’, ‘conquest’, ‘raids’ and ‘invasions’ (Secord
1982). The Silurian System, however, was originally
conceived as local knowledge, and there was no natural
law causing its extension to all corners of the Earth.

Sources
The present study is mainly based on primary sources,
many of them unpublished, which have been made
available to the author by the generous permission of The
Geological Society of London, the Edinburgh University
Library, The Hope Library of Entomology at the Oxford
Natural History Museum, and The Geological Museum
at the University of Copenhagen. To avoid a text with
footnotes, the unpublished sources have been cited in
a similar way to published sources, with due indication
of their archival location being given in the References.
Some of the manuscript sources to Murchison’s life
were published in the two-volume Life of Sir Roderick I.
Murchison, Based on his Journals and Letters, with notices
of his Scientific Contemporaries and a Sketch of the Rise
and Growth of Palaeozoic Geology in Britain (Geikie 1875).
But the bulk of Murchisons’s field notebooks and letters
remain unpublished. The majority of this material is kept
at The Geological Society of London. Excepting printed
sources, Murchison’s visit to Norway is documented in
the following sources from his own hand: 1. Murchison,
R. I. 1844a: Letter to his wife Charlotte, Christiania,
July 19, 1844, Edinburgh University Library, Special
Collections Department, Gen. 2216/70; 2. Murchison, R.
I. 1844b: Letter to his wife Charlotte, July 1844, Edinburgh
University Library, Special Collections Department,
Gen. 2216/71; 3. Murchison, R. I. 1844c: Letter to his
wife Charlotte, Gothenburg 28 July 1844, Edinburgh
University Library, Special Collections Department, Gen.
2216/ 72; 4. Murchison, R. I. 1844d: Journal, Vol. 15. The
Murchison Collection, Archives of The Geological Society
of London. The full text of Murchison’s Journal from
his Norwegian stay was published by Hestmark (1992),
by permission of The Geological Society of London. 5.
Murchison, R. I. 1844e: Field ‘Notebook’ no. 100 (1844),
The Murchison Collection, Archives of The Geological
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Society of London. Murchison’s field notebook is partly in
shorthand, his use of capital letters in the field notebook
is inconsequential, as is his punctuation. Often he does
not bother to end sentences with a full stop before
starting a new one, and rock types may be written by
both capital and small letters, e.g. “Granite” or “granite”.
In addition to examining the written sources, the present
author has visited all the localities visited by Murchison
in 1844. Some of these key localities have succumbed to
urban development but many of them are still accessible.

Roderick I. Murchison and The Silurian
System
Murchison’s career was astonishing, if not untypical
of that of a gentleman scientist in nineteenth-century
Britain. Trained at a military college from the age
of thirteen, he fought briefly under Wellesley in the
Peninsular War (Spain) against the troops of Napoleon.
When the advent of peace in 1815 thwarted ambitions of a
military career, he resigned his commission, and devoted
all his time to ‘the noble science of fox-hunting’. Until
the age of twenty-nine this was his dominant passion
and the only science he knew. According to the received
hagiography, his conversion to science came one morning

Figure 1. Roderick Impey Murchison.
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in the summer of 1823, when shooting partridges in the
company of the chemist Sir Humphry Davy, he suddenly
realized that a man might pursue science without
abandoning field-sports. He could therefore enjoy the
conjunction of grouse and gneiss (Barber 1980: 188).
According to more realistic accounts, Murchison was
spending money too fast, and his sensible wife Charlotte
- who by the way owned most of it - suggested he find
some more remunerative occupation (Kölbl-Ebert 2004).
On Davy’s advice he went to London to attend lectures in
chemistry at the Royal Institution. He was elected Fellow
of the Royal Society after two years for the simple reason
that “he was an independent gentleman having a taste
for science, with plenty of time and enough of money to
gratify it”(Geikie 1875,Vol. 1: 129).
In London Murchison was drawn to the meetings in the
Geological Society, went on excursions with William
Buckland, professor at Oxford, the Rev. Adam Sedgwick,
Woodwardian professor of Geology at Cambridge, and
also the young Charles Lyell who had just left his law
practice for geology. In the years following, Murchison
travelled widely, studying the geology of Britain and
the European continent, producing a number of fine
papers in the field of stratigraphy. William Smith, one
of the pioneers of biostratigraphy, instructed Murchison
in the field in Yorkshire in 1826. Murchison had an
exceptional capacity for hard field work, a fact that may
partly be attributed to his military background and his
hunting years, but also - as Charles Lyell discovered
when accompanying Murchison in France in 1828 to the use of stimulating drugs. Lyell complained that
Murchison had “a little too much of what Mathews
used to redicule in his slang as ‘the keep moving, go-itif-it-kills-you’ system, and I had to fight sometimes for
the sake of geology, as his wife had for her strength, to
make him proceed with somewhat less precipitation” (K.
Lyell 1881, Vol. 1: 197). Together with Lyell, Murchison
emerged as one of the new stars of British geology in the
late 1820s (Page 1976). In 1831 Murchison was elected
President of the Geological Society of London. For a man
who enjoyed honours more than most, this was quite an
achievement within the short space of eight years. Charles
Darwin observed: “The degree to which he valued
rank was ludicrous, and he displayed this feeling and
his vanity with the simplicity of a child … The services
rendered to geology by Murchison by his classification of
the older formations cannot be overestimated; but he was
very far from possessing a philosophical mind.”(Darwin
1958:102f). Murchison thrived on administrative power,
controlling institutions, and ‘filling chairs’ (Stafford
1989).
More important in the year 1831,Murchison decided
to commence a study of Paleozoic formations, mostly
gray shales which German miners termed Grauwacke,
and which Abraham Werner and his Norwegian
pupils such as Jens Esmark termed ‘Transition rocks’
(Uebergangsgebirge) because they were placed between
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the “primary” and the “secondary” rocks. These rocks
had no economic interest, that is: they contained
no coal - the motor and measure for all commercial
nations. They were often broken and distorted, and
- at least in Britain - thought to be practically devoid
of fossils. Accordingly they had been little studied up
to 1830. Applying the stratigraphical principles which
proved so fruitful for the pioneers of stratigraphy in the
establishment of the secondary and tertiary successions
throughout Europe, Murchison now went to work tracing
this older formation through Britain. In July 1835, in
a paper in the London and Edinburgh Philosophical
Magazine, he proposed to name the formation ‘Siluria’, or
‘The Silurian System’, after an ancient British tribe - the
Silures - that had inhabited the Welsh borderlands where
Murchison originally began his study (Murchison 1835).
A more comprehensive result of his labours was the
two-volume The Silurian System, Founded on a Series of
Geological Researches in the Counties of Salop, Hereford,
Radnor, Montgomery, Caermarthen, Brecon, Pembroke,
Monmouth, Gloucester, Worcester, and Stafford; with
Descriptions of the Coal-fields and Overlying Formations
(Murchison 1839). Murchison’s work demonstrated
that it was possible to work out a detailed stratigraphic
succession; it also showed that the Silurian System
contained quite an abundance of fossils - trilobites, corals,
mollusca, fishes. The fact that life in the Silurian epoch
mainly consisted of marine invertebrates and no landdwelling organisms, and that it thus seemed to predate
the appearance of terrestrial vegetation, was a result of
great commercial importance. It indicated the presence
of a reliable baseline beneath which it would be pointless
to search for coal (i.e. rock types mostly consisting of
compacted, carbonized terrestrial or bog plant remains).
This was the essential piece of stratigraphic information
that had been missing in many wasted attempts to drill
for coal, in England as well as in Norway.
The number of different fossil organisms discovered in
the Silurian strata was so large, in fact, that they exceeded
a single person´s taxonomic knowledge and competence.
To help with the descriptions of the Silurian fossils,
Murchison enlisted a number of experts. The fish were
described by Louis Agassiz, the mollusca and conchifers
by James de Carle Sowerby, the corals by Lonsdale, and
the crustaceans, including the wonderful trilobites, by
Murchison himself.
Murchison’s work on the Silurian System met with great
success, and knowing of his vanity for honours, his
friends began adressing him in jest as ‘Lord Grauwacke’,
‘Count Siluria’ and finally - in 1849 - he was hailed by the
Bishop of Oxford as ‘The King of Siluria’ (Secord 1982).
He had established an ancient kingdom of his own, a
kingdom that might transcend modern national borders.
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Siluria goes abroad thoughts of Scandinavia
Although The Silurian System (1839) was a regional work
concerned with the Paleozoic of Great Britain, Murchison
could not help again and again referring to what he knew
of similar strata and fossils in other countries.
“That similar deposits exist in many parts of Europe is evident
from the works of Strangways, Brongniart, Von Buch, Hisinger,
Dalman, Keilhau, and other writers, as well as from the fossils
found in Norway, Sweden, Russia, Poland, Germany and
France; though patient comparisons must be instituted before
the peculiar relations of the Silurian Rocks of those countries
can be established.”(Murchison 1839, Vol. 1: 7)

The phrasing “the Silurian Rocks of those countries”
implied that Murchison by 1839 had already extended
his System beyond national and geographical borders;
rocks outside Britain were identified and labelled as
‘Silurian’. Thus the Silurian System was not to be a purely
geographical unit of local British significance.
“Subsequent examination will, I have little doubt, enable us to
place the trilobite rocks of Sweden and Norway as described
by Hisinger, Dalman and Keilhau, as well as those of Russia
above alluded to, in parallel with our Upper and Lower Silurian
Rocks of Britain, although the mineral characters may vary, as
indeed they do in our country, when the strata, of the same age,
are followed to considerable distances.”(Murchison 1839, Vol.
1: 646).

Indeed, the Silurian System promised to constitute a
global unit in the emerging geological time scale.
“There is yet, however, a phenomenon of the highest
importance, connected with the distribution of organic remains
in the older strata, which has not been adverted to; namely, that
the same forms of crustaceans, mollusks and corals, are said to
be found in rocks of the same age, not only in England, Norway,
Russia, and various parts of Europe, but also in Southern
Africa, and even at the Falkland Islands, the very anti-podes of
Britain.”(Murchison 1839, Vol. 1: 583).

Thus Murchison staked claims to vast areas of extrabritannical rocks, the Norwegian being among the most
favored: “The Norwegian rocks should be examined in
detail by some competent observer to decide how far
they agree in order and in character with the older strata
of the British series, [...].”(Murchison 1839, Vol. 1: 8).
And this competent observer should be no one else than
himself: “I hope, however, at some future day, to examine
personally the older rocks of Scandinavia and Russia, and
to show to what extent they agree with those of our own
country.”(Murchison 1839, Vol. 1: 169, note 1).
Murchison started with Russia. Rumours told about
vast stretches of nearly horizontal, beautifully developed
strata in Russia that promised to belong to the Silurian
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and the newly established Devonian. In the next few
years following the publication of The Silurian System,
Murchison travelled extensively in Russia, named and
described a new division - the Permian, from the city
of Perm by the Ural mountains - mingled with Russian
nobility, and met and was honoured by the Czar (Geikie
1875; Collie & Diemer 2004). He was in the prime of his
life and began preparing a large work on the geology of
Russia (Murchison et al. 1845a, b).

Previous work on the ‘Transition Rocks’
of Norway
Hugh Torrens and John C. Thackray have pointed out
that the scope and quality of the work on Paleozoic
strata by the generation of British geologists preceeding
Murchison have been underestimated, in part because
Murchison himself wrote the research history of
the subject, emphazising the importance of his own
contribution. It is clear that Murchison drew extensively
on the work of local amateurs who had already mapped
and collected from local sequences (Thackray 1979,
Torrens 1983, 1990). Murchison´s debt to foreign studies
has not, however, received similar attention. This is
remarkable considering the fact that he himself initially
recognized his ‘kingdom’ to be clearly part of Werner’s
Uebergangsgebirge, and as late as 1834 applied terms such
as the “the Transition Rocks of Shropshire” and “Upper
Greywacke Series of England and Wales” when classifying
his sequences (Murchison 1834a, b). As suggested by
Murchison’s own list of author names quoted above, the
fossils and strata of the Uebergangsgebirge had indeed
been subject to extensive studies on the European
continent and in Scandinavia.
In Norway the transitional rocks (shales, limestones
and sandstones) were already identified as such, and
their geographical extension surveyed, by Werner-pupil
Jens Esmark (1762-1839) around 1800 (Esmark 1803).
Trilobites from Norway had been described in the latter
half of the 18th century by Hans Strøm and Morten
Thrane Brünnich (Størmer 1941). Esmark’s studies were
extended in publications by the three Germans von
Buch (1810), Hausmann (1811-1818) and Naumann
(1824), and the Swede Hisinger (1823). In 1814 Esmark
became the first professor of the geological sciences
at the Norwegian University, established 1811. In the
early 1820s Esmark’s pupil Baltazar M. Keilhau (17971858) mapped in detail and described the transitional
beds around Christiania, resulting in a series of papers
in Poggendorf ’s Annalen der Physik und Chemie, and
collected in the book Darstellung der UebergangsFormation in Norwegen, with a small colour map of the
different rock formations (Keilhau 1826). While Keilhau
continued these studies in the 1830s, a couple of his
friends, the zoologist Michael Sars (1805-1869) and the
veterinary physician Christian Boeck (1798-1877), had
since the mid-1820s studied the systematics of trilobites
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(Boeck 1827, 1838, Sars 1835a, b). A Norwegian visit by
the prominent biostratigrapher Alexandre Brongniart
and his son Adolphe in the summer of 1824, produced
no publications, despite Alexandre having just finished
his general systematic study of the trilobites, with a rough
sketch of stratigraphical subdivisions (Brongniart 1822).
Brongniart drew parallels to a simple succession presented
by another trilobite lover, the Swede Gøran Wahlenberg
in Petrificata telluris svecanae (1821), but explicitly left
it for the local savants to work out the Scandinavian
succession in more detail (see the Brongniart/Berzelius
letter exchange reprinted in Söderbaum 1935).
In his trilobite paper of 1827 Christian Boeck wrote: “A
general indication of area and type of rock, where they
[the trilobites] occur, cannot suffice; [in contrast] a rather
detailed geognostic description would not only give many
sorts of information about the trilobites themselves, but
[also] provide important data for geology. The younger
fossil-formations one has thus begun to work through,
and interesting results have been presented, but the oldest
formation will in this regard probably not be any inferior,
and there must surely be reason to extend the works of
Wahlenberg and Brongniart. Some contributions have
lately been given from Germany, Bohemia and Russia, but
still little has really been done.” (My translation). Boeck
then announced his intention in a future publication to
“present the geognostic relationships of the Norwegian
trilobites”. But Boeck was a restless soul, always distracted
by something. And his collaborator Sars, a country
parson, was soon transferred to the Norwegian west
coast, a landscape practically devoid of fossils. Still, as
late as 1838, in a survey of Norwegian trilobites, Boeck
renewed his promise to do the stratigraphy of these
wonderful and strange fossils, indeed, it was almost
completed (Boeck 1838). But now time was running out.
A new foreign invasion had already begun.
When Murchison completed The Silurian System in 1839,
he could draw on the direct experience of several British
gentleman geologists who had actually visited Norway
and Scandinavia. One was Charles Lyell - Murchison’s
friendly rival to the ‘title’ as the most prominent figure
in 19th century British geology (Wilson 1972; Page 1976).
Lyell was among the first to recognize Murchison’s work
on the grauwacke, and incorporated it in the first revised
edition of his Principles of Geology which appeared in
1834. Charles Lyell and his wife Mary visited Norway
in July 1837, notably to study phenomena at junctions
between sedimentary and igneous rocks, and were
shown around by Keilhau (Holtedahl 1963). Lyell was
eager to ascertain von Buch’s claim that outcrops in the
area around Christiania demonstrated that granite was
younger than the fossiliferous Uebergangs-formation, a
contradiction of Werner’s temporal classification of rock
types, where granite was considered to be a ‘primary’
rock type (Lyell 1837a).
For Keilhau, however, Lyell’s visit was a near disaster. By
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intensive field observations of the contact zone between
igneous and sedimentary rocks around Christiania
(Oslo), Keilhau had become convinced that the igneous
rocks by unknown chemical processes were in fact
transformed sedimentary rocks. The contact zone
exhibited this chemical process. These ideas were in
part inspired by ‘transformistic’ or ‘evolutionist’ ideas
put forward by German romantic Naturphilosophie, of
which the Norwegian-born geologist Henrik Steffens
was a keen representative. Steffens, who was a professor
of mineralogy in Halle (Germany) and later in natural
philosophy in Berlin, visited Norway in 1824 and was
received with enormous enthusiasm by young scientists
such as Keilhau (Hestmark 2002a). Thus Keilhau’s
and Lyell’s perception of contact zones was radically
different. For Lyell they confirmed his plutonist view
of granite. The granite “sends veins only into the
transition beds, changing the limestone into marble
near the junction, and the shale into micaceous shist,
and other metamorphosis…”(Lyell 1837a). Lyell’s visit to
Norway resulted in two papers and also in a number of
additions to his textbooks of geology. The observations
on the granite question were written up fast and sent
to his father-in-law Leonard Horner (F. R. S) to be
presented at the 1837 meeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. Entitled “On certain
Phænomena connected with the Junction of Granite and
Transition Rocks, near Christiania in Norway”, it opened,
“It has been long known by geologists that granite
occurs in the neighbourhood of Christiania in Norway
more modern than the schist and limestone, containing
trilobites, orthocera, and other fossils of the transition
period.” Thus in the title, the opening sentence and also in
the rest of the paper Lyell used the label ‘transition’ for the
Norwegian rocks. Almost en passant Lyell noted: “The
gneiss is the oldest rock in the country. Next in age are
the transition strata, corresponding in part to the Silurian
formations of England;” Apparently he was somewhat
reluctant to apply Murchison’s system to Norway. Or was
he? In a letter to his good friend Charles Darwin, written
in August 1837, Lyell detailed his granite observations
in Norway: “[von Buch] came by false reasoning to
the true conclusion, that the granite is newer than the
Silurian beds. This is lucky for him.” (Lyell 1837b). The
following year, however, Lyell presented to the Geological
Society of London his “Notes on the Silurian strata in the
neighbourhood of Christiania in Norway” (Lyell 1838).
With the assistance of Lonsdale, he had been able to
ascertain that the fossils from the “transition rocks” of the
islands and fiords of Christiania agreed most nearly with
those of the lower part of the English Silurian System,
adding that in mineralogical character the Norwegian
rocks also resembled more closely the lower part of the
system as exhibited in Shropshire and Radnorshire.
The “Christiania group” consisted, according to Lyell,
of two principal divisions: 1) dark shale, slate and clay,
some of the beds being highly calcareous and enclosing
graptolites, trilobites and other fossils, and also beds of
grit. 2) strata of smoky-grey limestone abounding in
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corals, and of sandstone, shale and conglomerate. “Prof.
Keilhau, who has long studied these formations, of which
the beds are much disturbed, inclines to the opinion
that the second division is the uppermost deposit.”
Among the fossils common to the “Christiania series”
and the English lower Silurian strata Lyell noted the
trilobites Calymene punctata and Trinucleus caractici, the
Orthoceras conicum, Bellerophon bilobatus, Pentamerus
oblongus and Graptolites murchisonius. Other trilobites
- not known from Britain - were similar to those found
in the British Caradoc sandstone and Llandeilo flags.
It was Lyell’s opinion that the limestone of Langøya
together with the quartzose sandstone near Holmestrand
constituted one of the uppermost divisions of “the
Christiania formation”. Of the corals he collected, eight
species were identical to British species, five of which
in England had only been found in Upper Silurian
strata, while the others had been found both in Upper
and Lower Silurian: Catenipora escharoides Aymestry
limestone to Llandeilo flags; Ptilodictya lanceolata
Wenlock limestone; Stromatopora concentrica Wenlock
limestone and shale; Favosites gothlandica Aymestry
limestone to Caradoc limestone; Favosites fibrosa. Ditto,
Favosites polymorpha ? Upper Ludlow and Aymestry
limestone; Limaria fructuosa Wenlock limestone and
shale; Millepora ? repens Wenlock limestone. The same
beds at Langøya also contained Euomphalus subsulcatus,
Producta euglypha and Cytherina baltica. The collections
of Lyell and Bunbury together amounted to sixty species
of which at least one third were unknown as British
species. This discrepancy in the faunal composition Lyell
thought might partly stem from incomplete knowledge
of the British fossil fauna, and partly from “the laws
that influence the geographical distribution of existing
animals.”
Despite Lyell’s enlisting the taxonomic competence
of Lonsdale, one of Murchison’s main collaborators on
The Silurian System, he was only able to make a rather
rough correlation between the Norwegian and English
strata. This probably reflects the fact that Murchison’s
detailed synthesis was yet to appear. Lyell’s comment on
Keilhau indeed suggests that he himself was not quite
certain which of the ‘divisions’ was the uppermost one.
The message of Lyell’s “Notes” must still be taken to be
the formal announcement of the existence of Lower
and Upper Silurian fossils and strata in Norway. Lyell’s
reasoning was based on classic biostratigraphical work
- the identification and correlation of strata by the fossil
species they contain. In his paper he uses ‘group’, ‘series’
and ‘formation’ more or less interchangably, an indication
of the contemporary flux in terminology. The significance
of Lyell’s small exercise is that it appears to be the first
published attempt to apply in some detail the emerging
British standards of biostratigraphy to the sedimentary
rocks of Norway. Remarkably, it was completely ignored
and forgotten by all subsequent workers, Murchison
included.
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Rod and Hammer - Bilton’s reconnaisance
1837 &1839
Occasionally, history gives a leading actor an insignificant
part, and a lesser actor the leading role. Charles Lyell in
1837 was already (self)established as a leading theoretical
geologist in Britain and in Europe. But he was not the
only British gentleman geologist visiting Norway in the
summer of 1837.
“Geology has of late years become so popular a science among
all ranks, that it is to be expected many whom sport or the
picturesque may chiefly lure to this romantic land [Norway],
will also cast a scientific eye on its rocks: for, whatever may have
been the case in Dr. Johnson’s time, Anglers are proud to know
that, in our day at least, the foremost philosophers and artists
do not disdain the gentle craft: the hammer often accompanies
the fishing rod” ([Bilton 1840]: 150-51).

In the year 1840 the publishers Saunders and Otley of
Conduit Street, London, brought out a two-volume
book with the title Two Summers in Norway. The
anonymous author, who on the title page would only
be known as “the author of ‘The Angler in Ireland’”, was
in fact identical with a certain “Rev. William Bilton, 7,
Connaught Place West” on the subscriber’s list of The
Silurian System. William Bilton (1800-1888) had spent
the two summers of 1837 and 1839 in Norway, fishing
trout and salmon – and hammering away on the rocks.
In England he had established a certain reputation as
amateur and gentleman geologist by supplying ‘fossil
fuel’ for ‘the great Devonian controversy’ - the quarrel
between Murchison and De la Beche on the correct
place of a certain group of strata in the stratigraphical
column. En route to Norway in 1837, Bilton dined
with Murchison, discussing fossils and strata (Rudwick
1985: 186f, 211f). Bilton had provided Sedgwick with
plant fossils from the Bideford area Culm-strata of
Devonshire. He had also acted as a local guide for
Murchison and Sedgwick in 1836, and their protagonist
De la Beche in 1837. Unfortunately Bilton had sent his
fossils to the British Museum and not to the Geological
Society. At the museum the fossils were suppressed by
de la Beche. Murchison became aware of this when
Bilton passed through London on the way to Norway
in 1837, dined with Murchison and told him about the
fossils. Murchison furiously threatened de la Beche with
exposure. He was allowed to see the fossils.
Bilton was a member of the Geological Society, and a
friend of professor John Phillips (1800-1874) who in
1834 succeeded Lyell in the chair of geology at King’s
College. Phillips had entered geology at a very early
age when, left as an orphan, he was brought up by his
uncle William Smith the stratigrapher, was trained as a
surveyor, and accompanied his uncle several years as
assistant and amanuensis. When Smith sold his collection
of fossils to the nation in 1815, it was Phillips who
catalogued and arranged them “according to Linnaeus”
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before they were left to the British Museum. Phillips had
thus an exceptionally good foundation for a career in
stratigraphy and palaeontology. He belonged to the inner
circle of the Geological Society (Morell 2005).
When Bilton returned from his first trip to Norway in
1837, he visited Phillips, discussed Norwegian fossils, and
left his Norwegian map with him (Bilton 1837). Phillips
expressed an interest in procuring Norwegian fossils for
the Yorkshire Museum where he was a curator, and Bilton
suggested an exchange of specimens with the geological
collections at the University of Christiania. “I would
think that Ammonites would be very acceptable - as they
have few in their collections....Also, a few terebratulæ,
productæ, Spiriferæ etc would surely be interesting to
compare with those they have - I hope you will accompany
them with a letter to ‘Professor Keilhau’ - who will much
appreciate it. The box had best be sent by the timber
vessels from Hull....In your letter you had better mention
the description of specimens you would prefer, as the only
difficulty that Keilhau had, seemed to be an objection to
take upon himself the responsiblity of selection.....I hope
for the sake of the science that you will persevere in your
idea of visiting Christiania...”(Bilton 1837).
In the fall of 1838 Bilton received a box of fossils from
Norway. “The Trilobites, though numerous, are not so
perfect as I could have wished. But the Orthoceratites,
Stamites or Lituites, and many others that I dare not name,
are rich, and I trust will make an interesting addition to
the Transition corner of your Museum.” (Bilton 1838a).
Bilton allowed Phillips to select the specimens he wanted.
In the same letter he (Bilton) observed: “By a slight
extract from a Leeds paper I observed the other day that
you had got into a correspondence with the Dean, on
the theological part of geology - rather delicate ground
I think, in the present imperfect state of the science.” At
Phillips´ request, Bilton sent 70-80 specimens from the
Norwegian box - trilobites, orthoceratites, brachiopods:
“I am sorry you could not see the whole collection, before
it was thus broken up - and select what your judgement
considered most interesting & useful, but I have endeavoured
to choose you a fair half of all I possessed, with the exception
of 2 or 3, of which there are only single specimens, with which
I scarcely liked to part until they had been seen by Murchison,
or some one who could decide whether they should not be in
the G. S. Museum. Those I have now sent, with the specimens
I before forwarded, will, I think, make your Museum richer in
Norwegian Fossils than any Collection I have seen in England....
I shall be disappointed if you do not find them interesting...
I trust that you will not forget, before you leave York, to put
aside some of your duplicates of Yorksh. fossils, in order that
I may exchange them for some of Prof.r Keilhau’s Norwegian
minerals - if, as I fully intend, I visit that country again next
summer.”(Bilton 1838b).

Late in March 1839, Bilton suggested Phillips should
come with him to Norway (Bilton 1839a). They would
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start the first of May, travelling via Hamburg, Kiel and
Copenhagen, cross over to Lund and Scania, then to
Gothenburg and to Linköping, Kinnekulle etc., visiting
collections and making geological excursions. Reaching
Christiania by the end of May, they could “devote 10
days or a fortnight to that important neighbourhood”.
Bilton would then move northward over the older rocks,
while Phillips could return to England. Bilton would pay
all expenses up to their departure, he would be “amply
repaid...by the advantage of having so intelligent & well
informed a Companion, through such an interesting &
comparatively untrodden Geological district. I cannot but
think that you would feel much pleased at visiting even
thus cursorily a country to which the Eyes of Geologists
are likely to be a good deal turned, and I therefore trust
that you will summon resolution to say yes.”(Bilton
1839a). Apparently Phillips responded positively,
though hesitantly. Bilton urged him on: “It would be
a sad pity - that it [Scandinavia] should not be visited
this summer by one English Geologist... For Murchison
& Sedgwick I find have finally given up their project of
penetrating so far northwards this year, in consequence
of the very unconvenient season of assembling of the
British Ass?”(Bilton 1839b). Bilton also reported from a
recent meeting in the Geological Society where the great
Devonian controversy continued, tempting Phillips,
who had been appointed to judge in the matter, to get
away. “I do not altogether fancy you will find it very
easy to arbitrate satisfactorily between the contending
opinions - & there will be no harm that you should first
let matters settle a little, during your temporary absence
in Norway.”(Bilton 1839b)
But Phillips’ duties for the British Association for the
Advancement of Science forced him to decline at the last
minute (cf. Bilton 1839c). Phillips was executive officer
for the BAAS from its start in 1831 to 1859. He was also
busy finishing his large work Figures and Descriptions
of the Palaeozoic Fossils of Cornwall, Devon, and West
Somerset (1841), the work which introduced the large
historical divisions ‘Paleozoic’, ‘Mesozoic’ and ‘Cainozoic’.
Bilton, naturally, was very disappointed. “I really begin
to bear no very good will towards this Association,
which seems to exercise a very grivious tyranny over
the movements of its more prominent members”(Bilton
1839c). Bilton still offered Phillips to do Scania together
in the autumn. As Phillips had not said anything about
fossils for Keilhau, Bilton reminded him, “I am sure the
Prof. would be gratified by your attention & much happy
to send you a good Norwegian return.”(Bilton 1839c). If
Phillips did prepare a case, it should be sent to “Mons.
Bilton aux soins de Ms. Jacob Meyer, a Christiania” with
a timber vessel to Drammen or Christiania. “I have got
your map to give to Keilhau - which I think will be more
valued if I present it in your name.”(Bilton 1839c).
Neither Phillips’ field notebooks (presently in the
Geological Collections of the Hope Library of Entomology
at the Oxford University Museum), the material on
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Phillips in the archives of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science (in the Bodleian Library at
Oxford University), nor the correspondence with Bilton
indicate that Phillips ever visited Norway (cf. Bilton
1839d). A remark on the trilobite Asaphus tyrannus in
Murchison’s The Silurian System (1839: 663) thus must be
an error: “professor Phillips informs me, that in a recent
tour in Norway he sketched the outline of one in the
rock, of about the same size, and apparently of the same
species”. Probably Murchison here confused Bilton and
Phillips. So, once again Bilton went alone, and afterwards
devoted an entire chapter of his piscatorial guide to a
description of his observations on the geology of Norway
([Bilton 1840], Vol. 2, Chapt. 11).
A number of practical problems - the enormous extent of
the wild mountains, the short summer and field season,
rough terrain, rough accommodation as well as the
language - made Bilton doubt that anyone but a native
could reasonably be expected to furnish a complete
geological map of Norway. At the same time, he felt
“strongly convinced that this department of Science would
be infinitely benefited by even a single summer’s visit of any
of our first English Geologists, really qualified for this task;
and particularly of him, who is universally regarded as our
great authority on the subject of our own older Rocks. If he
could only examine carefully the most instructive localities
that lie convenient for observation, near the principal roads,
I doubt not that his acknowledged powers of penetration
and classification, would throw most valuable light on these
puzzling formations, and afford a clue to unravel many of the
seeming mysteries of their origin and relations.”

Bilton did not, however, hesitate to make observations
of his own. He studied the primary rocks, the land-rise,
visited several mines - the copper-mines at Røros, the
silver mines at Kongsberg – “a worthy Hall of Vulcan”,
noting that “the district most generally interesting to
Geologists is probably that which has been named by
Keilhau “the Transition Territory of Christiania””. Bilton
then delineated the territory, describing argillaceous,
calcareous, and arenaceous deposits.
“The numerous fossils contained in these deposits prove that
they belong to the ancient group of rocks, lately named and
admirable described by Mr. Murchison, as Silurian. But it
remains still to be shown whether the order of succession
observed in South Wales, obtains equally in the Norwegian
beds. Professor Keilhau as yet doubts whether such order can
be made out: but it is hoped that ere long, the Author of the
Silurian System will himself visit this interesting locality, and
decide the question by examination of the rocks and their
contents on the spot.
That very singular crustacean of the Fossil World, the
Trilobite, is exceedingly abundant in the neighbourhood of
Christiania. The rock is so hard, that perfect specimens are
not easily procured: and the history of this extinct animal is so
very obscure, as to render it difficult accurately to distinguish
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its various species. Above fifty varieties, however, have been
discovered in Norway; and to a certain extent described by
Lector Boeck: they are all strictly three-lobed; there is none
that resembles Murchison’s Bumastus. Trilobites expansus
, and Tr. crassicauda , are by much the most abundant; Tr.
extensus (as well as a few others) is supposed to be peculiar to
Christiania.”

Bilton noted aspects of the brachiopod fauna,
continuing:
“In some spots, that very obscure fossil, which has been
variously named Graptolithus, Priodon, Prionotus, Fucoides
Serra &c., is found in great quantities; often much pyritized.
It was long doubted whether it belonged to the Vegetable,
or Animal Kingdom: and though Professors Nilsson and
Beck are most probably correct in classing it with the Family
of “Sea Pens,” still its position in the scale of being must be
considered as not yet fixed. In Christiania an idea seems
to obtain that it was somehow or other connected with the
Trilobite, or Orthoceratite, in the way of an antenna, or
something analogous: they have, however, never been found in
connexion.”

Bilton had been accompanied to the best fossil localities
by a local bookbinder of the name of Lösch, who sold
specimens at moderate prices. Bilton also examined the
collection of Norwegian fossils in the museum belonging
to the University. He concluded his survey of Norwegian
geology by repeating the hope that this interesting
and instructive district should be visited by English
Geologists, “capable of decyphering and eluciodating the
rich, though obscure records it contains, of the earlier
processes, by which the Almighty Architect was pleased
to bring our Globe into its present state of order and
beauty”.
It is evident from Bilton’s book and his letters to John
Phillips, that he himself was unable to “decypher” a
stratigraphic succession in the Christiania Transition
Territory. “I regret very much on my own account that
you were not able to accompany me - as a great deal of
what I saw was a puzzle to me alone, which would have
become an instructive lesson, had I had the advantage of
your Explanations on the spot.”(Bilton 1839d). Puzzled
too were the local geologists: “I took Murchison’s
Silurian System with me & left it with Keilhau during my
Expedition to the north. He expressed great admiration
of the work - but on my return told me that he had in
vain attempted to make the Christiania Fossils agree with
any of Murchison’s divisions.”(Bilton 1839d).
“They are extremely anxious that M.[urchison] should pay
them his promised visit next summer, and I trust that nothing
will prevent him & Sedgwick executing their plan. To one
wishing to study, & capable of comprehending, the structure
of the older rocks, the examination of Norway must be most
instructive & interesting - and I should say, indispensable They are developed there upon so enormous a scale, & in such
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inexplicable varieties & successions, as not only puzzled me,
but made me very sceptical of the possibility of them being
derived from the wearing down of older rocks of which no
trace is visible, by that action of any forces analogous to those
now existing.”(Bilton 1839d).

The latter statement was a clear challenge to the
‘actualism’ or ‘uniformitarianism’ heralded by Lyell,
building on Hutton. Bilton’s concern that English
geologists should hurry up and examine Norway, may
in part have been spurred by the publication in The
Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal in 1838 of Elie
de Beaumont’s geological instructions for a French
scientific expedition to the north of Europe. Here one
could read:
“But, if the tertiary and secondary periods are only represented
in the Scandinavian peninsula by patches of inconsiderable
extent, we are partly indemnified for this by the great
development of the more ancient deposits which are called
transition. The deposits of this period cover whole provinces,
and occur most frequently in almost horizontal beds, which
are as easily examined as the jurassic formations of France and
England. These formations are filled with numerous and well
preserved fossils. It would be interesting to possess originals of
the remarkable figures published by M. Hisinger in his Læthea
suecica; and it would, perhaps, still be more interesting to
possess the fossils of the transition-formations of Norway. As
yet no special description of these last have been published, not
even of those which are contained in the slate and limestone
of Christiania. At Christiania itself, M. de Buch informs me, in
going up the Aggers-Elv, towards Aggers-Kirke, we find many
orthoceratites in this limestone. The alum mine of Opslo
includes ellipsoid globules of limestone, each of which contains
a petrifaction; but the greatest number of these organic
bodies is found in the parish of Eger, between Christiania
and Konigsberg. The best known places in this respect are the
farms of Raae, of Soulhoug and Saasen, on the western banks
of the lake of Fiskrem, where the orthoceratites and trilobites
are heaped together in thousands. It would be desirable to fill
some boxes with these productions, in order that they might
be carefully examined in Paris. I have never heard, adds M.
de Buch, that organic bodies have been found in the slates of
Hedemarken or of the Hadelaneb [sic]; it would therefore be
so much the more interesting to discover even slight traces of
them in these districts. These collections will serve to establish
the relations which doubtless exist between the different étages
of the transition-formations of the Scandinavian peninsula,
and those of Wales, which Messrs Murchison and Sedgwick
have divided into two great systems, the Silurian and the
Cambrian.”(Elie de Beaumont 1838).

Though the editor of the journal had added in a note that
“In Keilhau’s Gaea Norwegica there is a valuable memoir
on the Trilobites of Norway”, the implication was that the
conquest of the transition-territory of Norway was about
to be achieved by the French, well supported by the everpresent Leopold von Buch.
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Murchison decides for Norway
Returning from Norway in the fall of 1839 Bilton spoke
with Murchison about his findings, urging Murchison to
travel to Norway to see for himself (Bilton 1839d, Rudwick
1985: 331). Indeed, Murchison, as indicated by Bilton’s
remarks quoted above, had this very year considered
going to Scandinavia in the company of Adam Sedgwick;
- not mainly to confirm the presence of Silurian strata,
but rather to reaffirm that their interpretation of their
new Devonian system as being above the Silurian was
correct. But Sedgwick was of ill health and would not go
to Scandinavia; in fact he was a hypochondriac of some
repute. Without a “playfellow” Murchison would not go
to Scandinavia “for” - as he wrote in a letter to Sedgwick
- “in those cold and dreary wilds a solitary tour is out of
question” (Geikie 1875, Vol.1: 271). They finally settled
for the Rhine valley, and to Bilton Murchison spoke of his
success in applying his Silurian scheme in Rhineland and
Belgium the summer of ‘39 (Bilton 1839d). Eventually,
though, Murchison did go to Norway.
In a letter to his friend, the Danish geologist Johan
Georg Forchhammer (1794-1865), professor of geology
and mineralogy at the University of Copenhagen, in the
spring of 1844, Murchison announced his intention to
visit Christiania at the meeting of Scandinavian scientists
in July. He had for some time been undecided about it,
as he wished to get his great work on Russia ready, but
a number of delays had made this goal impossible to
reach before early winter. He would go via Hamburg and
Copenhagen, hoping for the company of Forchhammer
on the trip to Christiania. “My intention is further to
traverse the country from Christiania to Stockholm,
and to return by the isles of the Baltic. By this hasty visit
and your instructions I hope to render my map, which
embraces a good part of Sweden, somewhat more perfect.
At all events I shall see the source of all my old friends,
the erratic blocks, and look at some Silurian relations
in situ.” (quoted from A. Geikie 1875, Vol. 2: 27f). The
map in question was probably the large map that was to
accompany Murchison’s work on the geology of Russia
(Murchison et al 1845a, Pl.VI). Not only does it include
the whole of Sweden, but also parts of Norway feature in
the upper left corner.
Murchison and Forchhammer had met in London in
1837, when Forchammer visited England and Scotland for
several months. Now Forchhammer made the practical
arrangements for Murchison’s visit (Forchhammer
1844a). Travelling rapidly to Denmark, Murchison
halted in Copenhagen for a few days, paying his respects
to King Christian VIII, whom he found to have some
knowledge of geology, and also meeting the scientific
men of the city (Geikie 1875, Vol. 2: 28). He arrived with
Forchhammer in Christiania in time to participate in the
fourth Scandinavian Meeting of Natural Scientists.
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The Christiania meeting
The meeting, held in Christiania 11-18th July 1844, was
the first scientific congress ever to take place in Norway
(Anonymous 1847). To the small Norwegian scientific
community it was a great occasion - the implicit
recognition that Norway was now, if still not an equal,
at long last an independent member of the Scandinavian
academic community. The young Norwegian state
itself took pride in the event, as did the residents of the
capital. The general excitement may be measured by
the fact that the grant proposal from the government
to support the meeting was increased by the national
assembly (Stortinget), an unprecedented action from a
political body traditionally extremely restrictive on state
expenditure.
The meeting took place in a comfortably warm and sunny
Christiania. From Norway there were 99 participants,
65 from the capital alone. From Denmark 39, from
Sweden 33. The total attendance was 176. Considering
the geographical isolation of Christiania and the often
wearisome travel in those times, this was an impressive
number; and the Norwegians, sadly aware that what they
had to offer in terms of accommodation and scientific
profit could not compare to the earlier meetings in
Gothenburg (1839), Copenhagen (1840) and Stockholm
(1842), were deeply touched by this sign of respect and
inter-Scandinavian spirit. The meetings themselves
were modelled on the German Gesellschaft Deutscher
Naturforscher und Ärtze and The British Association for
the Advancement of Science (Eriksson 1991).
Among the more famous participants were the chemist
Jøns Jakob Berzelius from Sweden, professor and
Conferentsraad Hans Christian Ørsted (the discoverer
of electromagnetism) from Denmark, and professor
Christopher Hansteen from Christiania, at that time
widely known for his studies of geomagnetism. These
were the three grand old men of Scandinavian science.
From outside Scandinavia came that old friend of
Norway, Baron and Kammerherr Leopold Christian
von Buch, who in 1806-08 had travelled the country
from Lindesnes to Nordkapp (the southernmost and
northernmost points of mainland Norway), writing
a sympathetic book about the country, its people and
nature (Buch 1810). Von Buch was also a friend of
Murchison, and in 1840, when they met in Berlin, he had
provided Murchison with valuable information on the
geology of Russia. There was the Belgian stratigrapher
J. B. J. d’Omalius d’Halloy, originator of the ‘Cretaceous’,
and Murchison’s ‘Silurian consul’ in Belgium and France,
and also the bryologist and Professor of botany, W. P.
Schimper from Strassburg. Murchison’s entry in the
list of participants read “Murchisson, K. I., Præsident,
London.”(sic, Anonymous 1847: 3)
There were seven special sections at the meeting, one
of them on mineralogy and geology. In addition there
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were three plenary sessions, in the hall of the national
assembly. Murchison, the exemplary Victorian traveller,
as always kept his diary. His impressions are vivid, if not
necessarily accurate:
“At our first meeting the medical men were desired to leave
the room, and, in a trice, three fourths of the chamber were
seen moving into an adjoining room to elect their Presidents
and Secretaries. The plural number must be employed; for
the apothecaries have a separate medical section distinct
from that of the doctors! The spreaders of plaster and lint,
and compounders of medecines play an important part in
Scandinavia, and are as necessary to the doctor as the attorney
to the barrister in England. How they can occupy themselves in
drugs a whole week cannot be understoood by an Englishman,
who has a chemist’s shop in every street. The migration of all
these sons of Esculapius at once showed me the stuff of which
the mass of the meeting was composed. Out of the remaining
third we had to form all the other four sections.
Grouping together in a corner of the hall, we geologists
chose our own President and Secretary. Forchhammer adressed
us in Norse, saying (as I was told) that von Buch declined to take
the chair, because I, R. I. M., was here, and that I was “princeps
inter geologos”. He therefore proposed me as President! To this
I warmly objected; not wishing to be a King Log, and having no
knowledge whatever of the language, I urged that I should be in a
false position. Notwithstanding, however, all I could say, I was all
but elected. But, to my great delight, and with my vote for him,
Mr. de Buch was chosen, in spite of himself. He is really a wonder
ful man, since he talks the Norse very tolerably, and is quite able
to explain himself on all points.”(Murchison 1844d: 27).

Considering Murchison’s well known craving for
scientific regalia, this must have been one of those rare
occasions where he allowed practical considerations
to overrule personal ambition. In the first session of
the section on mineralogy and geology, on Friday
12, Forchhammer demonstrated the fossil Ceramites
hisingeri Lieb. from the alum shales of Bornholm and
Skaane; von Buch delivered a talk on fossils characteristic
of particular formations. A rising star of Norwegian
geology, Theodor Scheerer, later a professor at the
Freiberg Mining Academy, demonstrated several mineral
species. After a short break, the first plenary session
followed. Murchison’s impressions:
“At the first general meeting, held on the second day, from one
to half past three o’clock, we had three subjects:
1. Hansteen
2. Oersted on the identity of electricity and magnetism
3. Retzius on the Races of the Human Species.
{The table before Retzius was covered with casts of skulls,
which, first separating into two great classes of flat heads and
round heads, he afterwards divided into four families. He
seemed to lecture familiarly and well. Oersted was in a poetical
mood, and the Norsemen said they were not certain that he
understood himself. Hansteen I did not hear.}
This done, we all huddled away to the Freemasons’ Hall, a
great pink building, at the south end of the town, where all the
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philosophers and their wives, and also the Ministers of State,
and a Bishop or two, with the consuls of France, England, and
Russia, were assembled, first in a great room above stairs, and
afterwards in the dinner hall beneath, where we sat down,
nearly two hundred in number, at three tables. We had a bad
dinner of four dishes; but it was very agreeable, and conducted
without a trace of confusion. {[---]. With Consuls Crown
and Tscheffkind (brother of my Russian General) I found the
Madeira and Johannisberg very good, and so compensated for
a very moderate dinner of washy soup, hot lobster, tough beef,
and potatoes, and a little yellow cream}.
In the evening the geologists went with Keilhau (von Buch
and all of us following) to an upper part of the valley north
of the town, and 200 feet above the sea, to look at Serpulæ of
existing species, in situ upon the surface of the rock. [...] The
Sea therefore has been long stationary in this valley since the
glacial period & the land has since been raised a hundred or
two feet”(Murchison 1844d: 27-30).

The following day Murchison occupied the whole
geology session (two and a half hours), presenting an
overview - in French - of the most prominent formations
of European Russia as well as the Ural mountains; this
as an explanation of the map - which he apparently
exhibited - that was to accompany his book on the
geology of Russia (Murchison 1844a, Anonymous 1847:
281). On Sunday the local representative of the Swedish
king, the Stadtholder, gave a dinner for the more senior
foreign savants; and on Monday the Society of Natural
Scientists (the organizer of the meeting) staged a party
for all the scientists, their wives, and a select number of
the capital’s citizens at Dronningsberget on the beautiful
island Ladegaardsøen (Bygdøy). The steamer Prinds
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Carl, with an orchestra on deck, brought the party over,
making a large detour to show the visitors some of the
spectacular places in the vicinity. Erring instructions from
a drunken navigator caused the ship to hit an underwater
skerry in Bunnefjorden, causing panic and sudden
terror “notably among the ladies”(Anonymous 1847:
419). The ship came clear immediately, but hit another
skerry when approaching the island. This time, however,
the passengers could walk ashore dryshod. Despite this
dramatic ouverture, the party at Ladegaardsøen was a
success; fair weather, champagne and music, toasts and
speeches, salutes and fireworks...
In the geology session on Wednesday 17th, Murchison
completed his lecture on Russia, proceeding with some
comments on what appeared to him to be possible local
parallels to the older British and European strata. The
printed version of Murchison’s lecture (Anonymous
1847: 287-294), is a Danish translation by Forchhammer
who was the secretary of the Section for Mineralogy and
Geology (cf. Murchison 1844a). Murchison’s original
profile drawing for the Proceedings of Christiania
meeting (printed in Anonymous 1847: 436)(Fig. 2) is in
the Geological Museum of Copenhagen (Forchhammer’s
personal archive, K1. Norge, cover labeled ‘Diverse’; Fig.
3). Excusing himself for this temerity, and giving due
credit to the achievements and work of von Buch (on
plutonism in Norway) and to Keilhau’s detailed map of the
Norwegian transitional formation, Murchison described
to the audience how he, von Buch and Forchammer on a
morning excursion to the island of Malmø (Malmøya) in
the bay of Christiania, had seen sufficient proof for the
presence of limestones of the Upper Silurian formation,

Figure 2. Murchison’s Christiania section, as printed in the Proceedings of the 4th meeting of Scandinavian natural scientists (Anonymous
1847, p. 436)
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Figure 3. Murchison’s original sketch for the Proceedings of the 4th meeting of Scandinavian natural scientists, Forchhammer’s personal archive,
K1. Norge, cover labeled ‘Diverse’, Archives of Geological Museum, Copenhagen.

which on account of their fossil remains (the brachiopods
Spirifer, Leptaena depressa and L. rugosa and a number
of corals) should be equated with the strata at Wenlock
and Dudley. Strata emerging under the limestone, mostly
consisting of black shales, appeared with their contents of
the trilobites Asaphus expansus and Ilaena crassicauda to
belong to the Lower Silurian formation. Murchison’s field
notes from the Malmøya trip are in his ‘Notebook’. no.
100 (Murchison 1844e, pp.31-38). The trip is only briefly
mentioned in his ‘Journal’, (Murchison 1844d, pp.42-43).
Forchhammer’s field notes from the excursion are not
very informative, and with only very rough sketches, are
in Forchhammer (1844b).
Murchison further recounted how, looking at Keilhau’s
map, he had felt a strong incitement to make a journey
through all the strata which on that map were designated
as transitional formations. Above all Murchison wanted
to observe their true relationship to a peculiar sandstone,
the age and geology of which had not yet been decided.
Accordingly he made Keilhau accompany him on a trip
to the localities Krokleven and Ringerike. This excursion
passed first through the transitional deposits of Bærum
and Asker, over the Krokskogen porphyry plateau, down

the picturesque gorge of Krokleven, then continued into
the plain of Ringerike. This made the traveller go in a
north-western direction, thus traversing strata all of
which - according to Keilhau’s description - had a strike
from south-west to north-east, i.e. the same normal strike
as in the British Isles. One would thus obtain a transverse
section which probably “would answer all those questions
the author already before leaving England intended to put
to Nature with regard to the formation in Norway” (vilde
besvare alle de Spörgsmaal, som Forfatteren allerede förend
sin Reise fra England agtede at forelægge Naturen med
Hensyn til Dannelsen i Norge.) (Anonymous 1847: 288f.).
This traverse was described already by Esmark (1800),
and formed a central locality for von Buch’s description
of the Christiania area (Buch 1810, Vol. 1: 107-118).
Murchison’s trip with Keilhau, which probably took
place on Monday 15th or Tuesday 16th July, had first
taken them to the district of Bærum, some 10 kilometers
south-west of Christiania. Besides the report in the
proceedings of the Christiania meeting, this trip is
documented in Murchison’s ‘Journal’, pp. 41-42, and
in his field ‘Notebook’. No. 100 (Murchison 1844e: 1823). In the steep wall overhanging the valley close to
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Haslum, Murchison had observed the presumed Upper
Silurian calcareous layers dipping under the above-lying
sandstone and conglomerate; thus these overlying rocks
had to be the equivalent of Scotland’s Old Red Sandstone
(the Devonian of England). The identification of the
limestones as Upper Silurian was made with reference to
certain species of the brachiopods Spirifer and Leptaena,
never known to occur in the Lower Silurian strata.
Upwards these limestones were observed to pass into
thin layers of green and grey shales. Resting conformably
on these again came the red sandstone overlain by a
conglomerate, and above the conglomerate von Buch’s
‘rhomb-porphyry’.
Although Murchison was now convinced that the
sandstone and conglomerate were equivalent to the
Old Red, he hoped to find clearer proof of this to the
north-west, on the other side of the porphyry plateau
(Anonymous 1847: 290). Accordingly they travelled up
the Bærum valley, over the rhomb-porphyry plateau,
and down through the Krokleven gorge. In the gorge
Murchison observed “to his great pleasure” (til sin store
Fornöielse) that the layers beneath the porphyry were
without the slightest doubt identical to the Old Red,
not only in their general mineralogical character, but
also in the succession of the different sublayers. The
uppermost layer, immediately below the porphyry,
was a red and white conglomerate with rounded, white
quartz-pebbles. This layer, as in Scotland and England,
passed into slightly micaceous sandstone of a deep red
and dirty (smudsig) character, greenish grey, sometimes
spotted in colour. Below this, softer, red and green
shales, occasionally breccia-like or spotted occurred.
The presence of a small amount of calcite made them
the equivalent of the Cornstone-division (afdeling) in
England. The subdivision below consisted of greenish
grey tilestones/flagstones (Fliissteen) and chocolate-red
shales. All the layers mentioned were dipping at low
angles (15-18°) to the S.E. or under the rhomb porphyry.
The thickness of the formation Murchison estimated to
be at least 1000 feet.
At the other side of the bridge over the narrowest part of
Steinsfjorden, at Sundvollen, the colour and appearance
of the rocks changed, and the dirty red tilestones
were replaced by dirty grey shales, just as in England’s
Silurian regions. The shales, with some layers of impure
limestone, very similar to some of the varieties of Ludlow
rock in Great Britain, particularly from the woods of
Radnor, emerged from under the Old Red at an angle of
approximately 25-30°, indicating that the high porphyry
plateau of Ringerike was a high basin. At the locality
Overjordet Murchison observed a tiny limestone layer,
equvivalent to the Aymestry or Ludlow Lime, containing
a Spirifer common, he thought, in the upper strata at
Malmø and adjacent islands, and small trilobites. In
the valley below followed other shales, again followed
by another ridge of harder layers, containing nodular
masses, and thin, flat layers of a dark blue limestone
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with micaceous shales and Macigno. In these layers
he found Favosites gothlandica and other corals, the
“molluscs” Leptæna lata, Terebratula prisca, Cypricardia
sp. The greater dip of these layers as compared with
those of the Old Red sandstone was said to be due to the
eruption of a mass of red porphyry nearby. At the farm
Jesvold (Gjesvold) Murchison observed another nodular
limestone in thin layers, followed by a red shale with a
tendency to form large concretions. At this point the
layers were all clearly Upper Silurian.
In the screes at Vik and Stein new strata emerged,
different in mineralogical character, but still fossiliferous,
consisting of dark coloured and sandy limestones. Some
of the layers, when weathered, were similar to the rotten
calcareous layers of Caradoc sandstone in England. The
surface of some of the fragmented pieces had impressions
of Orthis pecten, Pentamerus oblongus, Pentamerus lævis,
as well as tentaculitides, and the mineralogical and
zoological character of the strata were strikingly similar
to the uppermost layers of the Lower Silurian in England,
the Woolhope Limestone. Finally the country stretching
from Hole to the gneiss border at the river of Drammen
was seen to contain shales analogous to the lower shales
in the vicinity of Christiania. (The latter comment may
have been added later by Forchhammer, as it appears
from Murchison’s field notebook that he and Keilhau
turned at Hole)
Murchison did not hesitate to consider the lower
layers around Christiania as the obvious equivalents
of the group of Lower Silurian formations. As such,
they consisted mostly of hard, flaggy shales, and like
the British shales of similar age, they contained large
trilobites. Ending his brief survey of the analogy
between the Norwegian and British successions of
older Paleozoic formations, Murchison expressed his
hope that Scandinavian geognosts who would work
out the comparison in detail, would not try to establish
a too specific comparison between any specific layer
or subdivision in the respective countries. A general
overview of the Silurian formations of a larger part of the
European continent (Rhineland, Harz, Upper-Francia,
Bohemia, Austria, Poland and Russia), had convinced
him that although they usually could be divided into
two subdivisions, “of which the lowest was now proven
to contain Professor Sedgwick’s Cambrian System”
(Anonymous 1847: 293)(hvoraf den laveste nu er beviist
at indeholde Professor Sedgwichs [sic] cambriske System),
it was impossible to show in these different countries all
the small subdivisions which only exist in some natural
sections on the British Isles. Murchison had expressly
stated when he prepared his original work on the
Silurian System, that he did not foresee the possibility
of following more than the two divisions of Upper and
Lower Siluria “in relation to the general structure of the
Earth (i Forhold til Jordklodens almindelige Structur)
”(Anonymous 1847: 293). Nonetheless, said Murchison,
the close analogy between the Norwegian succession
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and that of Siluria itself was truly very noteworthy. Many
of the dark lower layers could not be distinguished in
mineralogical character from the Llandeilo flags, and
others were clearly equivalents of the fossiliferous layers
of the Caradoc Sandstone. The several hundred feet
thick masses of light grey, coral-rich nodular limestone
on Malmø and Malmø-Kalven could truly be considered
Wenlock limestone; while the shale covering them,
containing graptolites as in Shropshire, very much
resembled the Lower Ludlow formation. The “limeshale”
and true limestone covering these layers had to a great
extent the same colour and composition as the Upper
Ludlow formation. Even in England the geognost could
not follow these formations along their strike from their
‘head quarters’ for any distance without noticing that
they underwent changes in mineralogical appearance.
Murchison also said that he naturally dwelt with great
delight upon the thought that he had confirmed the
presence of the British Isles’ true Old Red sandstone in
Norway, providing a horizon against which the age of
the eruptive masses that had broken through and spilled
over the neptunian formations could be measured and
by which some of the most peculiar phenomena of
Scandinavian geology could be explained and parallelized
with such features observable in other regions of our
Earth.
The reception, apparently, was good, Murchison related
to his wife: “that which really interested the Scandinavians
was my application of our classification to their own
country after my return from Krog-Kleven. As Berzelius,
Von Buch, Oersted, D’Omalius, Forchhammer & others
were my auditeurs you will admit that it was worth my
while to take pains & they really seemed highly delighted
with what they called my clear exposé.” (Murchison
1844b).
On the same day that Murchison delivered this first
attempt at a biostratigraphical ordering of the ‘transitional
formations’ of Southern Norway, the students of the
University staged an evening party for the foreign savants
in the Botanical Gardens of the University (Anonymous
1847: 420-27). The party drew 400, and opened with
several songs in honour of the scientists, praising the
vocation of science and the generous Scandinavian
spirit. The theology candidate Marcus J. Monrad who, incidentally, would later become a professor of
philosophy and an ardent critic of Darwinism - proposed
a toast to natural science in the Nordic countries. Ørsted
spoke of the inter-Scandinavian spirit and toasted the
University of Christiania. An evening meal was served
in tents put up between the greenhouses of the garden.
Berzelius, Ørsted and Hansteen were toasted by the
director of the students society, and a song in their praise
was sung. Another student made the party aware that
of the eight foreign Associés of the French Academy,
four were present: Berzelius, von Buch, Murchison and
Ørsted. Indeed, it was while staying in Christiania that
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Murchison, from his friend Elié de Beaumont got the
gratifying news that he had been elected corresponding
member of the French Academy (Institute of France)
on 1 July. A toast was proposed for the four. Murchison
then proposed a toast for the science and the scientific
institutions of Norway. A number of other toasts and
speeches followed, and von Buch toasted Norway. The
party broke up at twelve midnight, and walked back
into town with accompanying music. A large number of
students went off to give their vivat outside the houses
where Berzelius, Ørsted and Retzius were staying. The
next day Murchison wrote in his diary:
“Thursday Morning. [Friday ?] - Here I am at my last day, and
have scarcely had time to say a word of the meeting. Though up
at six o’clock, the day has usually been consumed, on my part in
eating, drinking, talking and twice giving lectures of an hour
and a half long, till the evening has arrived, and then fetes go
on till midnight, with no darkness. The table of meetings, etc.
will best explain how the different affairs proceeded. Hansteen
made a quiet President, but neither he, nor his second, Bogh
[Boeck], nor his third, Dr. Holst, possesses any eloquence for
the social part of the concern. It was in consequence of that,
that my little tirades at the tents of the students in the Botanical
Gardens, and again at the last public dinner on Thursday,
produced quite an enthusiasm. Hansteen literally read his afterdinner speech proposing the King’s health!
On the last occasion they had toasted the King of Sweden
and Denmark, and got low down in the list of toasts, connecting
my name with the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, when, in my reply, I took leave, as a “royalist, to
propose the health of the Stadtholder, the representative of his
sovereign, and a type of Norwegian hospitality”; for, although
His Excellency had fed us well, and was seated at our table,
the philosophers had quite forgotten him. The old Count
Löwenskiöld replied in a brief but very energetic speech, and
seemed much gratified.
But my previous “let off ” [at the Botanical Gardens], when
my own health was connected with old England, was the most
telling, because I coupled it with my delight at seeing science
more honoured in Norway than in any kingdom on the earth.
This is quite true, and not merely complimentary.”(Murchison
1844d: 33-34).

In his reply and “welcome back” speech the Statholder
said: “You have seen our capital, the seat of our
government, our high court and our seat of learning, and
hopefully you will everywhere have noticed our honest
striving for the good, the useful, the beautiful.[...] Must
our dear guests keep these friendly memories! Must that
excellent man (Mr. Murchison), the only one that we at
the meeting had the fortune to see from the Great Britain,
bring them back to his great fatherland !”(Anonymous
1847: 432-433, my transl.). At this last dinner, Boeck
proposed a toast for Murchison, von Buch, d’Omalius
d’Halloy and Schimper, as men seeking the truth in
Norway’s nature. As a farewell gesture, the meeting joined
in a new song written by the poet Welhaven (Anonymous
1847: 432-434).
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Backup - Murchison’s and Forchhammer’s
excursion
After the Christiania-meeting, Murchison and
Forchhammer spent one week together on a field
excursion in the area around Christiania (Murchison
1844d: 42-61; Forchhammer 1844b; Anonymous 1847:
294f). They revisited the section at Krokleven, then
made a traverse N. W. to Norderhaug and down to the
river by Hønefoss where they identified Lower Silurian
strata (Murchison 1844e: 42-43)(Fig. 4). “My week of
excursion in the interior with Forchhammer was most
interesting. He had never been in Norway & I had to
teach him the Silurian & old Red succession to which he
took readily & quickly.”(Murchison 1844c). They then
travelled to Haug: “All the valley consists of undulating
hillocks of black shining schist, aluminiferous, with some
limestone bosses of greenstone and trap, like those of
Christiania, i. e. a continuation of the unaltered Silurian
of Norder Hough [Norderhaug]”(Murchison 1844d: 50).
Continuing up to the small lake Velotjern at Jevnaker,
they found “Pentamerus Woolhope limestone” loaded
with fossils. At Velo they spent a night in the house of
Jens Gram Thaulov and were hospitably entertained: “we
had dried mutton, smoked hams and salmon, and goat’s
cheese, with hard huge biscuits or ‘flat-broed’, which
would break any English tooth, and which seemed to be
one half made up of sawdust.”(Murchison 1844d: 52).
Reported Murchison to his wife:
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“From the fine gorge of Krogkleven we went to the falls of
Höhnefossen, a noble broad cataract over the gneiss, with a
hundred saw mills & thence of the Rands Fiord to the country
house of an old gentleman who had been its chief justice for
30 years (M Taulhav) & uncle of - Professor who had by far
the prettiest wife at our meeting & by whom I was invited to
see Norwegian life “en naturel”. To give you an idea of their
Highland hospitality (such as it was in my fathers time) I will
just run over the items of my refreshment from 5 A. M. till 12 at
night. Rise at Höhnefossen (Coffee &c - excursion to the Upper
Falls & return to the Inn where a breakfast of fried fish, schnaps
&c awaited us. At 7 off to Velo (M Taulau) which we reached at
1/2 p 9. There we had to undergo the same 2 ceremonies. N 1.
Tea & Coffee - which finished, the door opened to the “Salle à
Manger” & at 10 we were again seated to a copious hot repast
with roasts, cutlets, fish, Port, Madeira, Claret, Sherry & all
sorts of beer &c. This ended excursion to 2 little lakes only 1
Mile from the house across Pentamerus limestone & hords of
porphyry dykes - rowed about the lake & were home again at
1 for a very full dinner with about 30 K of fat ternch & carnés
(a famous del here - After Coffee examined a Norwegian
“Staburd” or yearly larden in which dozens of hips - hundreds
of dried Silecians & Sausages on the floor, & chests of grain &
flour on another with piles of, which I took to be brown paper,
but which was the flatbread of the county, were get together the whole exhibited by the pretty Mme Taulau. Then came the
start of the great Evening excursion. 3 to visit the Sölvsberg
(Silver Hill) 9 miles off. Whirling up & down numerous stout
undulations with our carriages laden with precious we reached

Figure 4. Murchison’s water-coloured section of the Krogskogen-Hole transect, Ringerrike, from Field ‘Notebook’ no. 100 (1844), The Murchison
Collection, Archives of The Geological Society of London
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the foot of our frolic, when Porter & so forth was produced to
refresh us, & then the old Squire rested on a white Plead & the
women running & catering up, we made our lively section.
Guides following with all the good things. The view from the
Summit was sublimè. 20 lakes at least & at the high Norwegian
chains in the distance. It is a cone of Syenite which bursts up
thru’ Lower Silurian. & after hammering awhile, the Lady of
the House a capital manager (here they wait absolutely upon
you) with her tidy half lady House keeper spread a cloth on the
mountain top & ornamenting the plates with wild flowers gave
us or forced us to eat again & also to drink plenty of delicious
cold punch. Descending from the mountain, we galloped home
in the dark & at 11 found a complete harvest home supper
ready: & there ended the day (“Wie die Naturforscher forschen
!”)(Murchison 1844c).

From Velo they went via Klekken to Hønefoss. “The
road runs along the Rands-fiord. Bands of Pentamerus
limestone and and [sic] Lower-Silurian calc flagstone
(= Llandeilo ?) are sometimes seen in normal positions,
but often are thrown right athwart striking S. E., N.
W., highly inclined at 45° to 60°, or even vertical, and
dipping in all directions.”(Murchison 1844d: 54). On the
road Forchhammer detailed for Murchison the sequence
in the Danish Tertiary, which he jotted down in his
journal. At Klekken they observed how igneous veins
had metamorphosed limestone and shales, transforming
them to what Keilhau called “harte Schiefer” (hard shale).
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The same phenomenon was observed approaching the
igneous rocks at the mountain Kongstein which they
climbed. From Hønefoss they continued to Vikersund
where they crossed the river in a skiff, to the opposite
shore to see
“what Keilhau’s equivalents really were, and found the
whole Silurian system packed up in less than a mile wide, as
represented opposite. Sublime Italian weather, but roasting hot.
Here we find what Forchhammer considers the lowest Silurian
bed of Scandinavia, a hard quartzose sandstone, overlaid by
alum shist, higly anthracitic, with a dyke of peculiar white
granular porphyry running N. N. E. with the beds, and also
one of greenstone; the porphyry had irregularly cut the edges
of the schist, and enveloped it in patches. [....] The same order
of quartz rock and schist all along the west bank of the Dram
[men river], the quartz rock resting upon gneiss.”(Murchison
1844d: 58f).

Continuing down the valley via Hokksund to Drammen
they observed the change from Silurian to ‘Devonian’
formations along a granite border, and similarly at
Gjellebekk the metamorphosis of the Pentamerus
limestone into coarse crystalline marble. On the road
from Drammen to Christiania, they identified in the
steep walls above the farm Skaugum fossils and strata
indicating the same stratigraphical sequence as in
Krokleven (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Murchison’s transect of Skaugum-åsen – Asker Silurian, from Field ‘Notebook’ no. 100 (1844), The Murchison Collection, Archives of
The Geological Society of London.
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Life’s origin at “a clear Silurian base”
– Norway results
At the final dinner at the Christiania-meeting, Murchison
invited all Scandinavian savants to attend the next
meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science in the fall of 1844 (Anonymous. 1847: 432).
The BAAS had been founded “to give a stronger impulse
and a more systematic direction to scientific inquiry; to
promote the intercourse of those who cultivate science
in different parts of the British empire with one another,
and with foreign philosophers; to obtain a more general
attention to the objects of science, and a removal of any
disadvantages of a public kind which impede its progress.”
(Morrell & Thackray 1971). Murchison had been one of
the co-founders and became its President in 1846. One
who accepted Murchison’s invitation was Forchhammer,
who went to the BAAS meeting in York in the fall of
1844 and read an account of some of his and Murchison’s
joint researches, notably on metamorphic phenomena,
in Norway (Forchhammer 1845). At the BAAS-meeting
Murchison himself presented an abstract of his work
on the Paleozoic of Scandinavia and Russia (Murchison
1844f). Forchhammer also edited the geological section
of the proceedings from the Christiania meeting, where
Murchison’s speech to the meeting on 17th July, a short
note on their joint excursion after the meeting, as well as
a transverse section of the Palaeozoic from Christiania
over Ringerrike, were presented (Anonymous 1847: 287295).
A more extensive account of his travels in Scandinavia was
presented by Murchison at a meeting in the Geological
Society of London on April 30, 1845, and subsequently
published in the first volume of the Society’s Quarterly
Journal (Murchison 1845). Here Murchison did not go
into much detail of stratigraphic correlation. Instead
he announced his intention to return to Norway in the
company of “the excellent fossil-knower M. de Verneuil
and then to work out in greater detail the exact contents
of each of the Silurian strata”. But this never happened. In
his Journal Murchison in fact wrote that “having made out
the geological order, or all that relates to my own views,
[I] have no sort of wish to return there [to Norway].”
(Murchison 1844d: 40). The Scandinavian results were
also described in the first volume of Murchison’s Geology
of Russia which appeared in 1845 (Murchison et al. 1845,
Vol. 1: 10-19). In a note Murchison seized “with pleasure
this opportunity of expressing his obligations to his friend
the Rev. W. Bilton, F. G. S., who repeatedly urged him to
visit Norway, and in whose attractive piscatorial volumes
will be found some good suggestions and many interesting
geological souvenirs.”(Murchison et al. 1845a: 11).
What were the most important results of Murchison’s
Norwegian campaign? For himself there appear to have
been at least four very significant results. Firstly, the
results from Norway reaffirmed the principle of faunal
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successions and again demonstrated to Murchison the
widespread applicability of the Silurian and Devonian
periods, and their sequential relationship.
“This exposition of a symmetrical order, from the base of the
stratum containing the oldest known remains through Lower
and Upper Silurian rocks, and thence through about a thousand
feet of overlying red sandstone, was naturally dwelt upon by me
with great satisfaction: for, in exploring the remaining parts of
Scandinavia where such palæozoic formations were present,
no other district could be discovered in which so complete
and continuous a succession was to be seen. The great Russian
Empire exhibits no such clear Silurian base as this Norwegian
trough presents; whilst even the symmetrical Silurian basin
of Bohemia, so justly celebrated through the labours of M.
Barrande, is inferior in one respect, - viz. in not exposing, like
the Norwegian example, a great overlying mass unequivocally
of Devonian age.”(Murchison 1855).
“The great thing which I accomplished at Christiania, was the
establishment, for the first time, of the Old red Sandstone of
Krokleven overlying all the Silurian rocks.”(Murchison 1844d:
40-41).

In his work The Silurian System (1839) Murchison had
vaccilated on this point: “we have every reason to suppose
that the mountain masses of the red conglomerate and
sandstone of that kingdom [i.e. Norway] represent our
Old Red System.”(Murchison 1839:169-70). “It would
appear that I may have been led into error (p.169 note)
in supposing that the Old Red Sandstone occurs in
these regions.” (Murchison 1839: 7). For Murchison the
Norwegian experience was a final assurance and a relief
from the mental strain created by “the great Devonian
controversy” (Rudwick 1985). It is interesting to note,
however, that in making this ‘Devonian’ correlation,
Murchison relied exclusively on lithological features.
It does not come as a surprise, perhaps, that these red
Norwegian sandstones have later been shown to have
nothing to do with the Old Red of England, but are an
integrated part of the Upper Silurian, older than the
Devonian Old Red (Worsley et al. 1983). As regards
biostratigraphical correlation, Murchison could be more
confident:
“In truth, no English geologist acquainted with the organic
contents of the Wenlock limestone can view the little isles
of Malmoe Oen and Malmoe Kalv in the bay of Christiania
(which we examined in company with M. Leopold von Buch),
and see in them the Calymene Blumenbachii, C. macropthalma,
C. variolaris, and other Trilobites associated with Leptæna
depressa, L. euglypha, Terebratula reticularis, and many
corals most familiar to him, without at once recognising in
the upper strata the distinct representative of that British
formation.”(Murchison et al. 1845a: 12).

Secondly, in his abstract to the British Association and
in his Geology of Russia Murchison also stressed the
integrity, the unity, the coherence of his System; although
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the Silurian consisted of a Lower and Upper division, “In
the district around Christiania and in the islands of its
bay or fiord, these two divisions [---] are there so bound
together by zoological and mineralogical transitions, that
they constitute a very distinct natural group.”(Murchison
1844f). “These Lower and Upper Silurian rocks
constitute one inseparable and closely connected system.”
(Murchison et al. 1845, Vol. 1: 13). These remarks seem
directed against attempts to split the Silurian kingdom or
attempts to claim parts of it as belonging to other systems.
That this was a highly relevant problem situation for
Murchison in 1844, is evident from the following.
The third important result from the Christiania region
was what Murchison speaks of as “a clear Silurian base”.
The Christiania region profile, and additional profiles
from Sweden which Murchison visited after Norway,
showed, according to Murchison, that the Lower Silurian
shales continued right down to and rested upon the
gneiss. The absence of fossils in the gneiss indicated that
its crystallization, in accordance with the accepted view
of a slowly cooling Earth, had taken place in an “Azoic”
period, too hot for life. The fact that there were no
vertebrate fossils in the Lower Silurian strata suggested
the term “Protozoic” for this age, and Murchison
thought there was “strong reason for concluding, that the
epoch in question was the earliest in which animal life
developed”(Murchison et al. 1845, Vol. 1: 13). Thus the
origin of life, that magnificent moment, had taken place
within his kingdom on Earth - something Murchison
regarded with great pride, as it seemed to indicate
personal goodwill from the Creator (!)(Rudwick 1976;
Secord 1986: 126, 178-180).
Fourthly, the establishment of a Silurian ‘base-line’ on
azoic rocks had repercussions for another stratigraphic
controversy which, in contrast to the Devonian, was not
resolved but rather escalating in 1844 - the CambrianSilurian dispute (Secord 1986). Murchison’s results from
Scandinavia - in Norway from Vikersund - indicated
that there simply was no fossil-bearing System below
the Silurian. This is rhetorically asserted in the title of
the abstract to the British Association where the Lower
Silurian rocks are described as the “true Base” of the
Palæozoic Rocks of Scandinavia and Russia, and also in
the title of a subchapter in Geology of Russia: “The Lower
Silurian Rocks of Scandinavia shown to form the true base
of all deposits containing Organic Remains” (Murchison
et al. 1845a:10). Accordingly the so-called Cambrian
System, elaborated mainly on lithologic features, but also
believed to be a Paleozoic formation by his friend Adam
Sedgwick, had to be discarded. Thus the Christiania
section became an important argument in this CambrianSilurian controversy. The importance of the Christiania
section went unnoticed by Secord (1986:125f), who
emphasized the Swedish localities visited by Murchison.
The importance of the Christiania section is, however,
evidenced by its publishing history. The first version,
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appearing in the printed version of Murchison’s account
to the Geological Society of London in 1845, was fairly
small and without a separate figure text explaining the
rock types (Murchison 1845)(Fig. 6A) The figure was also
reversed, so that the section appeared as if viewed from
the north. This would have been no problem if the printer
had also changed the position of the geographical name
Ringerrige which appears as if the section was viewed from
the south. (That the name Ringerrige would in any case
have been somewhat displaced - and in fact continued
to be so on all published versions of the Christiania
section - is another point). To compensate for the nonintelligibility of this illustration, Murchison got a larger
and correctly explained version of the section printed
under “Miscellanous” in the next volume (Murchison
1846)(Fig. 6B). The Christiania-section also appeared in
this form in Geology of Russia (Murchison et al. 1845a:
13). In the short text accompanying the new version in
the Quarterly Journal it was explicitly stated that it was
“now reprinted to justify the conclusions insisted on in
the memoir alluded to, and to give an idea of the perfect
evidence existing in that part of Norway of the succession
there traceable from Lower through Upper Silurian to the
Old Red Sandstone inclusive.” (Murchison 1846)(Fig. 6B).
But even then it was not sufficiently noticed, Murchison
thought, and for this reason he saw fit to demand it be
reproduced once more in Vol. 8 of the same journal, as
the only figure accompanying an important paper where
Murchison described the historical development - as he
saw it - of research on the Silurian (including so-called
Cambrian) formations (Murchison 1852). (Fig. 6C). A
closer scrutiny of the figure accompanying this last paper
reveals that Murchison had added - or at last especially
distinguished - at the very bottom of his Lower Silurian,
on the western side of Tyrifjorden (Vikersund), a new set
of strata characterized as “Alum shales, with Graptolites,
etc.” This was apparently a new attempt to prove that
the Cambrian of Sedgwick was included in the Lower
Silurian. That it represents an actual addition, and not a
further refinement, is suggested by the fact that the strata
which contain the so-called “lower sandstone” - which
was the layer Murchison and Forchhammer actually
claimed to have observed resting on the gneiss (cf. above),
are placed above the “Alum shales with Graptolites” in
the stratigraphical sequence. Neither Murchison’s field
notebook, his Journal, or Forchhammer’s field-notebook
indicate that they observed alum shale and graptolites
west of Tyrifjorden. What Murchison did was to fill in
a lacunae in the Paleozoic series in this area, possibly
to make it symmetrical with what he had observed on
the eastern border of the Christiania sediments, where
the alum shales are in contact with gneiss at Ekeberg.
Another addition to this figure is the trilobite name
Asaphus buchii in brackets behind the strata described as
“schists, flags and lower sandstone”. The stratigraphical
position of this trilobite species - named after von Buch
- was a major point of contention in the CambrianSilurian controversy (Secord 1986: 175-78). This
particular trilobite species does not, however, occur in
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Figure 6. The ‘evolution’ of the Christiania transect: A) Murchison 1845; B) Murchison 1846; C) Murchison 1852.
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the Norwegian sequence. The Christiania section finally
appeared in Murchison’s new international synthesis on
the Palaeozoic, Siluria (Murchison 1854: 319f).

Local impact, resistance, and
acceptance
What was the impact of Murchison’s visit on Norwegian
geological science? How was his biostratigraphical
interpretation and correlation of the “transitional
territory” of Christiania received by Norwegian geologists?
Although a cosmopolitan scientist such as Alexander von
Humboldt welcomed the British stratigraphical terms as
“une nouvelle marque de la communauté intellectuelle
des peuples civilisés” (Humboldt 1840) – even if it meant
replacement of the long accepted German Grauwacke
– Murchison’s stratigraphic imperialism occasionally
met with local resistance from the natives. Norway was,
according to Murchison, one of these occasions:
“Although my explanation of this order, as first given at the
Meeting of the Scandinavian Men of Science in June 1844,
was warmly approved by my associates who were present
(including Leopold von Buch, Berzelius, and Forchhammer),
it met with an opponent in M. Keilhau, who, though he had
published his “Gæa Norvegica” and a map of Norway which
is very praiseworthy for its mineral features, maintained ideas
essentially distinct from my own respecting the consecutive
order”(Murchison 1855).

According to Murchison, the quarrel started on the
excursion he made with Keilhau to Krokleven and
Ringerike:
“He [Keilhau] had assured me that the strata beyond the
escarpment of Krokleven all dipped away to the westward. But,
with my long sight for rocks, which has never failed me, I was
convinced, from the outlines of the ground, that the beds of the
low tract to the west dipped towards the promontory on which
we stood, and thus repeated, on the other or western side, the
phenomena seen in the bay of Christiania. I therefore forced
my untoward companion to descend, and, when below, he was
obliged to admit the facts were as I had suggested.”(Murchison
1844d: 42).

This story can hardly be quite true. In the first volume of
his Gæa Norvegica (1838) Keilhau had explicitly written based on observations made by his assistants Maschmann
and Langberg - that the strata in the area on both sides of
the Steinsfjord dipped SE, “a dip towards and under the
porphyry” (eine Senkung gegen und unter den Porphyr
hinein)(Keilhau 1838: 26). Although he gave it as the
general rule that the strata in the Christiania UebergangsTerritorium dipped NW to N, he exempted “Several
stretches close to the porphyry-district of Krokskoven,
and even a from that distant lying part of the limestone
and schist in Ringerrike”(Mehrere Strecken unmittelbar
um den Porphyr-District des Krogskoven herum, und
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selbst ein davon entfernt liegender Theil des dichten
Kalkes und Thonschiefers auf Ringerige) (Keilhau 1838:
26). And, indeed, in the continuation of this Keilhau
described the possible basin structure of the layered
rocks (Keilhau 1838: 26f). Thus there was no factual
disagreement, and if Murchison’s version of the conflict
is correct, the whole issue may possibly have been caused
by misunderstandings due to use of the French language,
or the ambiguity of the German “gegen” (which may also
mean “against”). Indeed, the correct dip at Ringerrike
had been described by Esmark (1800).
Still, Murchison maintained that he “failed in leading
Prof. Keilhau to agree with me respecting the order of
succession from flanks to centre.”(Murchison 1855). If
this was meant to describe the conditions within the
whole Christiania territory, Keilhau certainly disagreed
(see Keilhau 1850: 386). Although the basin structure
represented an appropriate interpretation of parts of
Ringerrike, it was not, in Keilhau’s view - despite between
2000 and 3000 measurements of strike and dip - valid as
a general interpretation of the Palaeozoic strata in the
Christiania territory (Keilhau 1838: 21). In a later account,
written by Keilhau’s successor (pupil and enemy) Theodor
Kjerulf, an argument was construed to the effect that
Keilhau’s studies of the strike and dip of the sedimentary
rocks had convinced him that the sequence had to be
much thicker than Murchison’s estimate (Kjerulf 1855).
According to Kjerulf, Keilhau had not noticed that the
sediments were folded and undulating at many localities,
and that this was a pervasive feature of the whole terrain
so that the same layers were ‘repeated’ over and over
again. The strike of the sedimentary rocks is, as Keilhau
noted, almost uniformly S. W. to N. E.. But because of
the folds, the dip alternates between S.E. and N. W. The
folding was clearly recognized by Murchison, as shown
by one of his texts to the Christiania section, where he
states that only a 20th part of the folding is shown (Fig
6B). There is however no indication that Keilhau denied
the existence of the folding, so the whole discussion may
have been one of scale. On the Ringerike plain Murchison
himself presents an unfolded sequence (Figs. 2, 4, 6), and
this neat package was indeed what made him decipher
the succession of the strata and their British parallels.
Furthermore, Keilhau could not accept Murchison’s
interpretation of the red sandstone as Devonian. If the
red sandstone was Devonian, it should contain fossil
fishes, like the British deposits (Keilhau 1844d). In his
Gaea (1838), Keilhau had pointed to the absence of
Paleozoic fishes or any other fossil in the red sandstone
(Keilhau 1838: 10 & 120). Fishes (agnathans) were in
fact discovered in this red sandstone many years later
(see Worsley et al. 1983 for further references), although
of Silurian age. Also, the uppermost parts of the red
sandstone and the associated conglomerates have been
shown to rest unconformably on the great mass of red
sandstone, and are now considered to be Carboniferous
and Permian in age (Olaussen et al. 1994).
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Murchison claimed that he failed to convince Keilhau
about “the identity in age of his “harte schiefer” and my
Lower Silurian” (Murchison 1855). If Murchison tried to
convince Keilhau of this, he was clearly wrong; much of
the harte schiefer is in fact Upper Silurian.
Murchison rejected Keilhau’s transmutation theory:
“All the trouble and turmoil of M Keilhau about his
crystalline rocks seems to me to be so much absolute
waste of breath for want of fundamental knowledge - or
a, b, c.”(Murchison 1844b). Quite probably this was the
main point of contention between the two. In his report
to the Geological Society in April 1845, Murchison
spent much space undermining Keilhau’s theory. And
several of the localities he visited with Forchhammer
(e.g. the igneous plug at Sølvsberget) were loci classici
for Keilhau’s theory, and not particularly relevant for
biostratigraphy. For Keilhau the Christiania meeting
was a new, and perhaps the last chance to convince the
world of the correctness of his theory after it had been
rejected by Lyell on site in 1837, and by Berzelius in
a critical review the same year (Berzelius 1837; Lyell
1838). Keilhau had published, anonymously, before the
Christiania meeting a set of questions he suggested be
discussed at the meeting; they all concerned petrogenesis
([Keilhau 1844a]). The questions were not, however,
raised by anyone at the meeting. Just before the
Christiania meeting, he had published a new defence of
his theory in The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal
(Keilhau 1844b), a complete translation of the ‘Vorrede’
to the second volume of Gæa Norvegica, which appeared
in the very summer of 1844 (Keilhau 1844c: 218-251).
In this defence, Keilhau also cited examples from other
countries and authors. One work he cited repeatedly was
in fact Murchison’s The Silurian System; unequivocal
evidence that Keilhau now knew Murchison’s work very
well (Keilhau 1844c: 228, 237, 246). From Murchison’s
book Keilhau claimed to have several examples of fossils
in ‘Trapbildungen’ (layered igneous rocks etc.) or allied
rocks indicating the transformation of sedimentary rocks
into rocks often considered igneous (Keilhau 1844c: 246,
ref. to The Silurian System Vol. 1, Chapters 19 and 21.)
These examples could not be rejected by contemporary
geologists, Keilhau wrote, because, as was well known,
Murchison was a ‘zelotian Vulcanist’ (zelotischer
Vulcanist). Although Murchison attempted to give
the rocks new names, it was clear, wrote Keilhau, that
Murchison was in reality speaking of trilobites and other
fossils in greenstones, syenites, feldspar-porphyrys etc.
“Murchison’s descriptions are convincing in the highest
degree: it is clear as the day that a lot of Silurian strata
in particular places are either partly or entirely changed
into ‘Trap’-rocks and similar rock types.” (Murchisons
Schilderungen sind im höchsten Grade überzeugend: es
liegt klar am Tage, dass eine Menge silurischer Schichten
an gewissen Stellen entweder zum Theil oder ganz zu
Trapgebirgsarten und ähnlichen Gebilden umgewandelt
wurden.). Even the ‘volcanic language’ (vulkanistische
Sprache) used by the author would contribute to such a
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conviction as it here sounded ironical (ganz wie Ironie)
and “the explanation established is a true charicature
of the volcanic theory” (die aufgestellte Erklärung ist
eine wahre Karrikatur der vulkanischen Theorie). In
fact Murchison considered the rocks in question to be
“levigated volcanic scoria” which had been deposited on
the bottom of the sea in Silurian times (Murchison 1839:
Vol. 1: 75).
Murchison may possibly have read Keilhau’s defence
before he came to Norway. Keilhau expected a ‘plutonist’
adversary, and was naturally defensive, and Murchison,
probably briefed by Berzelius, Bilton, von Buch,
Forchhammer and Lyell, was out to get him. And thus
drowned the whole issue of biostratigraphy, the clash
ruining for Keilhau the visit which Bilton had assured
Murchison would be a most welcome one.
Keilhau was a geologist, his primary interest being rocks
and chemical transmutation, not fossils. He had received
no training in the new biostratigraphical methods, and
had only a superficial knowledge of paleontology. His
classification and mapping of the rocks of the Christiania
Territory were based on lithologic and not faunistic
aspects. He did occasionally describe local lithologic
sequences in the sedimentary rocks (e.g a fourfold
division of the limestone on Kommersø at Holmestrand).
But in his Gæa (1838) he claimed that the different layered
rock types in the Christiania Territory did not follow a
definite sequence (keine bestimmte Aufeinanderfolge)(Ke
ilhau 1838:7); one could not in general assume that the
shale preceded the limestone. He did, however, recognize
that the limestone commonly was rich in fossils and the
shale less rich, and also that there tended to be different
organisms in these different rock types. But he did not
attempt a division of the strata based on fossils alone.
Murchison made an implicit criticism of Keilhau’s map
when he commented to the Geological Society: “the vast
spaces overspread by those colours, necessarily withdraw
the mind from true historical considerations to features
purely mineralogical” (Murchison 1845). The layered
rocks were all coloured green, with a few limestone bands
in blue. They exhibited no temporal sequence. In his brief
autobiography Keilhau replied to those who stated that
his maps were “petrographic” rather than “geognostic”
and did not indicate temporal relationships, that he would
not go farther than he was able. and claimed that despite
all progress that may be made, it would not significantly
surpass the limit [to scientific knowledge ?] he himself
had achieved (Keilhau 1857). Keilhau also argued that in
many cases a petrographic classification (and mapping)
would accord with one based on ‘age formations’, and
that all future geognostic maps - in so far as they should
indicate ‘the really occurring conditions’ - would have
to distinguish several of the country’s more prominent
geological features on petrographic (lithologic)
differences. Both points remain valid even today. He also
defended himself by referring to texts accompanying the
maps, where temporal relationships were discussed.
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Keilhau may rightly have felt abused. When Murchison
arrived in 1844, Keilhau had spent many years mapping
in detail the rocks in the Christiania Territory. The
extensive description of the Christiania UebergangsTerritorium in the first volume of Gæa (1838) as well as
the large map accompanying this description, probably
meant to him the satisfactory termination of his research
in this area. The map itself was completed as early as
1836 (cf. Keilhau 1838: 2-3). And, as admitted by von
Buch, Berzelius and Murchison, he had done a very good
job with the description and mapping of the variety of
different rock types within this territory. Keilhau’s main
project between 1826 and 1850 was, however, to prepare a
geological map covering the whole of Norway, a country
with a tremendous variety of rocks from all ages, most
of them completely devoid of fossils. In this context, a
stratigraphic subdivision of the layered transitional
rocks around Christiania must have appeared of minor
significance. Keilhau’s first map of Norway appeared in
the second volume of Gæa (1844) of which he completed
the preface in July 1844, while Murchison took center
stage at the Christiania meeting.
Murchison’s journal from his stay in Norway abounds
with derisive remarks about Norwegian nationalism,
egalitarianism, democracy, fighting will, Norwegian
food, the looks of Norwegian women, etc. An evaluation
- “this primitive country of rocks and people” - sums it up
(Murchison 1844d, p. 52). Geikie states that Murchison’s
Russian success made him even more authoritative and
intolerant than before, like a Russian aristocrat (Geikie
1875, Vol. 1: 356f). Keilhau, a romantic revolutionary
figure, was clearly not sympathetic to such a man.
Yet Murchison’s visit to Norway in 1844 put
biostratigraphy firmly on the agenda as a method to be
considered more seriously by Norwegian geologists.
Indeed, it could be said that the Christiania meeting in
1844 almost looked like a conspiracy of biostratigraphers.
Leopold von Buch had recently completed his large
survey Über den Jura in Deutschland (1839), which
became a standard for Jurassic subdivisions all over
Europe. At the Christiania meeting he lectured on
biostratigraphic principles. Professor Sven Nilsson from
Lund, the pioneer of Swedish biostratigraphy, delivered a
stratigraphical interpretation of South Sweden applying
the terms `Cretaceous’, ‘Overgangsformationen’, and
‘Jura-formation’. D’Omalius d’Halloy was one of the
leading biostratigraphers on the European continent.
And Georg Forchhammer was the great entrepreneur
in introducing biostratigraphy into Danish geology.
Forchhammer’s survey of Danish geology - Danmarks
geognostiske Forhold forsaavidt som de ere afhængige af
Dannelser, der ere sluttede (1835) - listed 14 major rock
formations = periods in Earth history, and he referred to
Cuvier and Brongniart as the pioneers of the correlation
of rocks by fossils. One major reason why biostratigraphy
was adopted earlier in Denmark than in Norway may
have been the occurrence there of Cretaceous, Jurassic
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and Carboniferous strata. These formations were
described, delineated, and subdivided - mainly because
of their commercial interest (coal, salt) - earlier than the
Palaeozoic formations. Even Murchison’s The Silurian
System made a concession to commerce by also treating
Carbonifeorus strata. Keilhau, as indicated above,
completed his study of the Christiania transition territory
in the very same years Murchison developed the Silurian
succession, and the first volume of Gæa Norvegica was
published a year before Murchison’s great work. To
introduce Siluria at an earlier stage was hardly possible.
The Devonian controversy was not resolved until late
1839, the Cambrian was still very much in dispute, and
anyway not clearly defined in biostratigraphical terms.
If we ask why Keilhau did not take up biostratigraphy
earlier, it is also relevant to mention his friend Boeck’s
ambitions in this direction. In the small scientific milieu
in Christiania a division of labour had been established
between geologists and biologists. The latter did fossils.
And Boeck was a slow hand. Although Keilhau was a
‘lithologist’, he clearly did not oppose biostratigraphy
as a method or the new ‘systems’ established on
biostratigraphical criteria as such. After Murchison had
left, and the emotional heat and tension had died down
a little , he seems to have accepted Murchison’s main
points. Indeed, already in his lectures in the fall of 1844
he mentioned the Silurian System (Keilhau 1844d), and
in the concluding volume of Gæa Norvegica, he stated of
Murchison’s interpretation of the red sandstone and the
Silurian strata: “To see these results established by one of
the so noted authorities on that kind of determinations,
can naturally only be welcomed by us.”(Keilhau 1850:
379)(Diese Resultate von einer in derartigen Bestimmungen
so angesehenen Autorität festgesezt zu sehen, kann uns
natürlich blos willkommen sein.) Keilhau now described
layered rocks in the district around Mjøsa, noting that the
limestone in several places was very fossiliferous. Listing
fossils from the island of Helgøya in lake Mjøsa he wrote
that they were species “several of which are characteristic
of Upper Silurian rocks” (Species, deren mehrere ja für
upper Silurian rocks bezeichnend sind) (Keilhau 1850:
382). He also stated that with regard to fossils, the whole
Mjøsa district should be more closely investigated, and he
wished for a more detailed stratigraphical mapping of the
layered rocks, in particular because the limestone areas
appeared to be the best from an agricultural point of
view in Norway (Keilhau 1850: 382-383). The large areas
of red sandstone in Trysil and Dalarna were tentatively
referred to the Old Red (Keilhau 1850: 461-462). Keilhau
also agreed with Murchison that the gneiss was older
than the Paleozoic; this was in contrast to von Humboldt
who in his Kosmos had claimed it to be metamorphosed
Silurian layers (Keilhau 1850: 373). Keilhau could not,
however, accept the views on unstratified rocks which
Murchison reported to the Geological Society and in
his book on the geology of Russia (Keilhau 1850: 379).
Here Murchison produced ‘dream pictures’ (Keilhau
1850: 386). Keilhau defended his transmutation theory to
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the end (Keilhau 1850: 459-60). And biostratigraphical
research would have to wait for the next generation in
Norwegian geology.
In the crowd saluting the foreign savants at the garden
parties of 1844 was a young first year student who would
soon ascend as the new star of Norwegian geology
(Kjerulf 1844). Theodor Kjerulf (1825-1888) took the
biostratigraphical message to heart, and as Keilhau’s
successor in the chair of geology at the University of
Christiania and as founder of the Norwegian Geological
Survey he became the great reformer of Norwegian
geology (Hestmark 1998, 2002a, b). Already from the
early 1850s he started to map the Paleozoic deposits
around Christiania, mainly to debunk Keilhau’s
theory of transmutation using new geochemical and
biostratigraphic methods. Kjerulf taught himself a fair
amount of fossil taxonomy, and could now also enlist the
support of that elderly trilobite enthusiast Michael Sars,
who in 1854 returned to Christiania after more than 20
years of `vicarage exile’ on the west coast of Norway,
and became a professor extraordinary of zoology at the
university. A first result was the treatise Das ChristianiaSilurbecken (Kjerulf 1855), with a new geological map. On
January 31, 1855, Murchison presented and commented
this map at a meeting in the Geological Society of London
(Murchison 1855). He had obtained the map through the
British geologist David Forbes (1825-1876), who worked
as engineer and manager in the mines in southern
Norway. Forbes had been urged by Murchison to present
“some fruits of his own observations on the rocks of
Norway”, in particular data on the Silurian formations
of Christiania, and “to procure a competent survey and
admeasurement of them.” (Murchison 1855). In response,
Forbes obtained from Kjerulf the map, and Kjerulf also
furnished data from his forthcoming treatise, providing
estimates of the thickness of the Paleozoic succession
(about 1010 feet). Said Murchison: “I have long wished
to see some free Norwegian arise, who looking fairly
at nature, would say whether the order I had indicated
was exact, or if not, correct it; and who would further
test it by a close examination of the strata, and by laying
down their outline on a map.” (Murchison 1855). With
Kjerulf ’s map this had come true. Murchison commented
on the fact that the alum shales nowhere in Scandinavia
exceeded 60-80 ft., in contrast to the Lingula-flags of
Wales which the British Government Surveyors estimated
to be several thousand feet thick. Despite this fact, the
Scandinavian deposits had afforded many more trilobites
of the genera Paradoxides, Battus and Olenus than the
whole British mass. And in consequence of its fauna,
Joachim Barrande had recognized the alum shale of
Scandinavia as the exact representative of his primordial
Silurian zone of Bohemia. Murchison also commented on
the succession. The limestone charged with Pentamerus
oblongus in the vicinity of Christiania was the layer
which separated the Lower Silurian from the Upper
Silurian, and which according to the predominance of
fossils of the one or other formation could locally be

classed with either. In Britain Pentamerus oblongus
was clearly of Lower Silurian type, being found in the
Llandeilo rocks as well as the Upper Caradoc but never
in the Wenlock formation. Kjerulf ’s statement about
the thickness of the strata was, according to Murchison
“quite in accordance with his own observations, and he
had a great satisfaction in seeing his views confirmed
by an accurate local observer.”(Murchison 1855). The
compliments were returned two years later, when
Kjerulf, in his first general survey of the geology of
southern Norway, used biostratigraphical principles
to establish nine subdivisions (Etages) in the Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks in the Oslo-region: “From the visit of
Sir Roderick Murchison in 1844, who for the first time
recognized real Silurian areas by the Christiania fjord,
a new epoch dates for the geology of Norway.” (Von
dem Besuche Sir Roderick Murchison’s 1844, der zuerst
ächt silurische Gegenden am Christianiafjord erkannte,
datiert eine neue Epoche für die Geologie Norwegens)
(Kjerulf & Dahll 1857: 196). This work by Kjerulf, was
also favourably presented to the Geological Society by
Murchison (Murchison 1858).
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